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Preface
Personal Motives
“What’s the best way for me to spend my life? How can I be most effective and
passionate as an environmentalist? How can I make my environmentalism sustainable
and effective?” – A journal entry, August 2008
Freshman year of college, I was desperately searching for a topic on which to
write my Intro to Environmental Analysis final term paper. After perusing the internet for
hours without success, I finally picked up a book my mom had given me years back from
the Bioneers Series. It was called Nature’s Operating Instructions, and it included essays
from prominent environmentalists in the United States. I loved it. My favorite essay was
the preface from Paul Hawken’s book The Ecology of Commerce. I was intrigued by the
idea of a radically efficient and biologically based economy. My government teacher
senior year of high school had taught me to fear capitalism as an exploitative and
conscience-less force destroying our Earth and social relationships. But my conservative
grandfather, an ex-communist turned capitalist, had been careful to counter my hippie
parents’ rearing by lecturing me extensively on the superiority of capitalism as an
economic system for the past eighteen years of my life. “But what about ecosystems
Grandpa?” I would ask, and inevitably the conversation would turn to the horrible
exploits of the Soviet communist regime and warnings against any rash action that had to
do with radical student organizations—he had learned his lesson and then some.

Hawken’s essay was my first time encountering an opinion that did not pit
environment against economy as if the two were mortal enemies from time immemorial.
Nowadays, with the popularization of Environmental Economics (a field that has roots in
the 70’s), it is common knowledge amongst economists that environmental protection
does not necessarily lead to unemployment or losses in GDP. I, however, had never so
much as heard the term “Environmental Economics,” so Hawken’s book Natural
Capitalism was my first introduction to the synergistic relationships between ecological
and economic health. Hawken proposed the idea that humans are creative and intelligent
enough to reorder their everyday economic actions into a system that was in line with
environmental values, one that could even restore ecological services back to health. All
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it would take, it seemed, were the right policies, inspirational business leaders, and
education. I was sold, and I wrote my term paper extolling the virtues of Natural
Capitalism.

I remained there, firm in my beliefs, until I began taking critical classes in race,
class, and gender. These explorations into the structural workings of our society and its
disproportionately distributed resources gave me a different lens with which to inspect
our economy and the powers that orchestrate it through allocation of public funds. I
didn’t see how this related to environmental issues until I attended the 2007 Youth
Powershift Conference in Washington D.C., where I heard the prophet-like Van Jones
speak to the issues of environmental justice and environmental racism. I began to connect
the dots. The negative externalities of production and transport almost always fall on
marginalized populations like the poor, minorities, and women, leading to
disproportionately high rates of disease, loss of marketable skills, and death for industrial
workers and in highly polluted communities. Suddenly, using American capitalism to
address environmental ills seemed to be not quite right, and the path of “green business”
seemed to missing a crucial link. If the current economic system created these
inequalities, and has effectively hidden and ignored them since their creation, then how
can we rely upon it to bring about the perfect solution to another of the societal ills it has
created—that of environmental degradation?

Last year, I spent a semester abroad at the Arava Institute for Environmental
Studies in southern Israel. My Environmental Politics professor who had recently written
a book on anarchy had a few things to say on the matter. Capitalism, he explained, has
historically embodied an intentional ethic of atomization and commoditization of all
things—both inanimate and living. Sure, businesses might have voluntarily taken on
environmental measures, but while they’re patting their own backs and marketing their
product as “green,” what effect have they actually generated? Professor Uri Gordon
argued that these actions, which were taken out of necessity, were being lauded as if they
were driven by virtue. It made me wonder: “What is the outcome of proceeding without
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this missing piece in place? Can environmentalism minus the virtue be as effective?” All
of a sudden I wasn’t so sure.

Carbon offsetting was introduced to me through a film Uri showed about coalfired power plants in Scotland that used invasive and ecologically-destructive “offset”
projects in Brazil in order to meet requirements under the Kyoto Protocol. While local
Brazilian watersheds were destroyed by the monoculture eucalyptus “carbon-sink”
forests, air pollution was simultaneously continuing in poor neighborhoods in Scotland—
leaving nobody better off. I began to understand Uri’s dislike of those who believe
capitalist approaches to climate change can get rid of the problems capitalism brought
about in the first place. I worried that all the hope I’d been given by Paul Hawken and the
promise of green business had been shattered beyond repair.

But I wasn’t willing to accept it so easily. Though I’ve found on a personal level
that the soul of environmentalism can easily be lost when partaking in capitalist strategies
for saving the Earth, I had to know for myself—can business be a tool for environmental
stewardship and change? Is the profit motive a driving force for greater good or an
exploiting force against those who are marginalized by society’s capitalist institutions?
So here I am, beginning what you could call my senior year “final term paper,” coming
back to the essay that got me started in Environmental Studies to reevaluate the
relationship between corporate capitalism and the environment.

“Green business” is one of today’s most nebulous terms. Now that even energy
corporations previously assumed to be the enemy of the environment (i.e. Chevron) are
claiming to be aiming for “sustainability,” voluntary actions on the part of American
businesses seem to be putting environmental costs on the balance sheet—or at least
appear to be doing so—and have been increasing by the minute.
The truth is, we are going to have to use businesses to tackle climate change
because they have such a strong influence in our American society. Their advertising
leads us to believe we need certain things. Their production has inevitable side effects.
Their influence over government policies shapes the goals we set for ourselves as a
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country, and determines what is “possible” and “impossible” from a cost perspective.
Though grassroots approaches may have more integrity because they take into account
climate justice, have better effects on individual neighborhoods, and encompass
environmental values of egalitarianism, they simply cannot have a fast or broad enough
effect to reduce emissions to the level they need to be. Thus it is important to engage with
businesses and critique the ways they go about mitigating their impacts on global climate,
because “business is the problem, and must be part of the solution.” (Hawken) This is the
real impetus for why I want to conduct this exploration into the ability of corporations to
truly do good for our environment. I want to look at a company that is truly committed to
environmental values, but still engaging in capitalist approaches to climate change, which
is why I chose Whole Foods Market as my corporate case study.

At first glance, carbon offsetting appeared to me as an obvious example of what
can go wrong in using a capitalist approach to an environmental problem. There seem to
be market failures in the markets created to address market failures. Carbon offsetting
has externalities that again are being ignored in the same ways that carbon emissions
themselves were ignored for a long time on the balance sheet. When I found out that
Whole Foods had purchased renewable energy credits to offset its store and facility
electricity use, I was immediately concerned. I had known Whole Foods as a remarkably
responsible corporation that for me and my family represented a healthy alternative to the
more traditional grocery stores my friends and their parents shopped at. My first instinct
was to believe that carbon offsetting, all questions of effectiveness aside, was completely
at odds with the ethics of Whole Foods and Hawken’s principle of the ecology of
commerce. However, I strongly believed that business is the problem and must be part of
the solution, and so I felt compelled to determine what was exactly at work here.

The thing that really got me about the idea of Whole Foods buying offsets was the
lost opportunity to really engage with the concept that people—in their everyday
practices—are making decisions that hurt the Earth and other “out of sight” human
beings. With one simple click and an online corporate transaction, every Whole Foods
employee, manager, and customer would be instantly cleared of guilt and responsibility
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for taking responsibility for the environmental effects of his or her participation in
consumption. I truly believed, and may still believe, that carbon offsetting was taking the
place of a crucial process we need to go through as human beings. Connecting our actions
to the consequent ripple effects that stream out into the world, and changing the course of
other peoples’ and creatures’ histories, seemed too important to bypass through an
external emissions reduction initiative. While I felt strongly that climate change is a
threat that requires us to act quickly and without hesitation, I feared that the REC
purchase would be damaging to the everyday people who spend most of their day at work
losing their humanity by replacing their potential for creativity and problem-solving with
capitalist mantras of “quicker, faster, cheaper.”

I began to think. What if, instead of offsetting carbon emissions, workers were
asked to put their heads together to come up with a plan to address the source of the
problem right here right now? As Hawken writes, “Most business people want to act in
responsible ways. Employees want to experience self-worth, security, and meaning in
their work.” It was then that I discovered Growing Power, a non-profit organization that
does just that. Though it by no means had the outstanding resonance in my environmental
consciousness that Whole Foods did, Growing Power seemed to offer something
completely new through its egalitarian non-profit approach to growing food—and
somewhat more believable for a carbon-offset skeptic. I decided to investigate further,
and thereupon I had the groundwork for my thesis investigation.

In this thesis, I will investigate the structure, approaches, and mindsets of Whole
Foods as well as the challenges, costs, and areas of weakness that came up. To put this in
context, I will also examine a non-profit based organization aiming to achieve the same
sorts of effects but through a more community-based and ethic-driven approach. The aim
is to generate insight on the difference between alternative consumerism and anticonsumerism, in both ethics and practice. If successful, this thesis should get at the
question of the value of capitalist responses to environmental crisis and attempt to
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address the larger question: “Is capitalist production, distribution, exchange,
consumption, and accumulation consistent with ecological sustainability?” 1

In order to address the debates around green business and carbon offsetting, I will
compare and contrast a corporate business that “went green” (Whole Foods) to an NGO
(Growing Power) created directly out of concern for food justice and environmental
degradation. I will examine and compare the strategies they use, how effective they are,
obstacles that came up, how justly benefits are distribute, etc. Though it will be
impossible to quantitatively identify an accurate carbon footprint for each operation
(because of widely varying metrics used in such calculations), I will reference the
available empirical data for the capitalist approach of carbon offsetting, using Whole
Foods Markets as a focal point of reference for the excessively energy-intensive food
industry as a whole. It is my belief that these case studies will be valuable because they
tangibly illuminate the problems that exist within market phenomena, and because they
can be used as pieces of evidence to support or negate theories about the best course of
action. They can help to identify flaws and can provide examples for improvements to be
made in other entities within their field.

Why Whole Foods?
“Oil is used for the chemical fertilizers that go to pollute the soil and water. Oil is used
to displace small farmers with giant tractors and combine harvesters. Oil is used to
industrially process food. Oil is used for the plastic in packaging. And finally, more and
more oil is used to transport food farther and farther away from where it is produced.” 2
-Vandana Shiva
Whole Foods is an interesting case study for several reasons. The first is that it is
a pioneer within the food industry. Whole Foods is a supermarket that helped to introduce
organics to the mainstream and is at the forefront of most environmental developments
enacted by enterprises of its kind. A Fortune 500 Company, Whole Foods represents a
fair share of the market for organic foods, an environmentally-conscious yet imperfect
1

Martin O'Connor, ed., Is capitalism sustainable? political economy and the politics of ecology (New
York: Guilford P, 1994).
2
Vandana Shiva, Soil Not Oil: Environmental Justice in an Age of Climate Crisis (Cambridge, MA: South
End Press, 2008).
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sector of an industry that contributes significantly to climate change. The role that
supermarkets are playing in the food and agriculture industry is too significant to be
ignored when given the facts about the U.S. food system’s contribution to anthropogenic
climate change and other environmental catastrophes. Through critically examining the
depth and scope of Whole Foods’ actions to mitigate and abate greenhouse-gas
emissions, and other harmful side effects of industrial processes, we can gain
understanding of the challenges facing green businesses of this scale.

Even within the organic food industry, “big agriculture” is a concern. In 2002, a
study conducted by the Organic Farming Research Foundation found that fifty-three
percent of organic vegetables were channeled directly to retail stores and 34 percent to
wholesale channels—some fear wholesalers and supermarkets will siphon away the sales
from farmers’ markets.” 3 If large farmers produce their food according to organic
standards, but then ship it across the world where it is packaged, stored, refrigerated,
bought, and driven home, we still have a problem with fossil-fuel use and greenhouse gas
emission.

The second factor in the importance of Whole Foods as a case study for the field
of green business is because it is a corporation that goes beyond the symbolic sense of
“green business.” It is not a company that paints its logo green and offers “eco-friendly”
products as sort of a specialty line or one-time promotion. Its environmental values truly
infuse Whole Foods Market from its farmers to its cashiers to its CEO. Thus, it cannot be
knocked down single-handedly by accusations of greenwashing, and it will be more
interesting and complex to examine than would a paper on an easy target. From it, I hope
to glean some insight on the relationship of capitalism, green business, and the
environment. Again, Whole Foods is a corporation, and as admitted by CEO John
Mackey, answers first and foremost to its stakeholders in all decisions. Thus there must
be limitations as to what it can accomplish, especially considering that a store of its size
must rely on industrial agriculture and extensive transportation.

3

Samuel Fromartz, Organic, Inc: Natural Foods and How They Grew (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc., 2006).
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Lastly, and most importantly, since carbon offsetting is part of Whole Foods’
energy strategy its purchase of RECs for 100% of their electricity can be examined
against the critiques posited by skeptics of carbon offsetting. More generally, these
critiques can be applied to market-approaches to climate change. Fortunately, my Uncle
Lee, a staunch environmentalist and loving hippie, is the environmental coordinator, or
“EcoCzar,” of the Whole Foods North Atlantic region and thus I had an “in” with the
company to get the scoop on what led to Whole Foods’ decision to offset, and how the
decision has affected overall perceptions, attitudes, and commitments of the company
toward the issues of addressing climate change and securing a sustainable and safe
energy supply for the country.

Why Growing Power?
Often it helps to solidify the strengths and weaknesses of one entity to compare it
to another that does not share the factor you suspect of making the first entity
problematic. We as environmentalists are torn and hindered from bringing about the kind
of change we’d like to see, because in a capitalist market economy it is impossible to
impose limits on trade and production (both of which require environmental destruction
resource and exploitation) while simultaneously achieving social justice. I want to
compare a radical/reactionary approach with an incentive-based capitalist approaches to
environmental crisis in the atmosphere. I hope to get a better understanding of the pros
and cons of each approach.

Limitations:
There will be obvious limits to how much my evidence and analysis will be able
to give to the field of business environmentalism and environmental economics. Though I
will be looking at a variety of sources and opinions on carbon offsetting and other
“green” business strategies, it is necessary to limit my focus to only one industry such
that depth is not sacrificed for breadth. Additionally, the level of economic analysis will
be lower than any traditional economics research paper as I am working only with a
minimal background in formal economics (Intro Macro, Intro Micro, Natural Resource
Econ in progress). This thesis will not be a formal economic analysis nor a purely
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philosophical paper—rather it will combine my knowledge of both fields and draw upon
resources that are put forth by both economists and environmentalists alike—as well as
environmental economists. This, however, should not detract from the goal of my thesis
exploration, as I primarily want to look from an ethical, economical and ecological
standpoint at the phenomenon of green business.

The academic and journalistic literature on capitalist environmentalism is
surprisingly abundant, and when one adds the dimension of green business strategy and
corporate social responsibility, the wealth of resources expands tremendously. I hope that
this process will follow a somewhat organized and chronological order, though it may be
the case that I will draw from sources as I become aware of their contribution to the field
and their relevance to my study. Inevitably, I will combine my understanding of
environmental systems analysis with a background in philosophy of ethics as a double
lens through which to look at the current trends in the world economy. Though there is
much to be said about carbon offsetting as it exists in the international market, in order to
limit the length and time-scale of this thesis I will restrict the main body of my study both
socially and geographically to American corporate responses to environmental crises.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Food and Climate
Agriculture, Food and Climate, and American Responses
“How we grow our food and distribute it is part of the politics of climate change.”
Vandana Shiva.

I. Introduction
There are infinite things to point out about the food industry and its ethical,
political, and social implications, but the main focus for this study is the carbon footprint
of the American system. I will give background on the relationship between food
production and climate change in order to introduce the reasons why companies like
Whole Foods Market have decided to address their greenhouse gas emissions, in many
cases through voluntary carbon offsetting. The food industry plays a significant, complex,
and interdependent role in the United States’ contribution to climate change that is
frequently not recognized by the American mass media. 4 Though most Americans may
think only of grocery stores when they consider the food on their dinner plates, the
carbon dioxide footprint of the food industry includes more transactions than simply farm
to fork. Food systems can be defined as “everything and everyone involved in producing,
processing, distributing, consuming and disposing of food” 5 and can be subject to
evaluation under criteria including “organic, distribution, energy climate change, water,
waste, packaging, labor, animal care, consumer education and governance.” 6

II. The Positive Side of the Green Revolution (giving credit)
“Until about 200 years ago, climate was a critical determinant for food security. Since
the advent of the industrial revolution, however, humanity’s ability to control the forces
of nature and manage its own environment has grown enormously. As long as the
economic returns justify the costs, people can now create artificial microclimates, breed
4

Iris L. Chan, Roni A. Neff, and Katherine C. Smith, "Yesterday’s dinner, tomorrow’s weather, today’s
news? US newspaper coverage of food system contributions to climate change.," Center for a Livable
Future, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health (2008).
5
Ibid.
6
GreenBiz Staff, "Food Industry Puts Green Initiatives on the Menu," Daily News on Green Business,
Business and Climate Change and Sustainable Business Practices, 13 Aug. 2008, GreenBiz,
<www.greenbiz.com>.
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plants and animals with desired characteristics, enhance soil quality, and control the
flow of water.” 7
The Green Revolution is frequently touted as the historical event that allowed
countries now considered “developed” to exponentially increase their food production.
Between 1950 and 1984, world grain production increased 250% thanks to fossil-fuel
based fertilizers, pesticides, and irrigation. 8 In the U.S., agricultural output has risen at an
approximate annual rate of 2 percent since 1945 through increases in input productivity
by means of chemical fertilizers and pesticides and efficiency measures. 9 The number of
farms in the U.S. has decreased as the average size has more than doubled from 19501998, but fewer and larger farms does not necessarily merit the nightmarish situation
environmentalists might immediately call to mind. As pointed out by scholar Milton
Hallberg, the positive side of an industrialized food system is that “consumers in the
United States have been able to enjoy a rather abundant and uninterrupted food supply at
low prices. U.S. consumers spend less of their disposable income on food than do
consumers in any other nation.” 10

According to a recent FAO report, “Advances in storage, preservation and
transport technologies have made food processing and packaging a new area of economic
activity.” 11 These feats of the industrial and green revolutions have allowed food
distributers and retailers to “develop long-distance marketing chains that move produce
and packaged foods throughout the world at high speed and relatively low costs,”
increasing access to and overall volume of food availability. 12 According to the FAO
report, food system processes like food processing, distribution, acquisition, preparation,
and consumption are as important for food security as food and agricultural production

7

United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, Climate Change and Food Security: A Framework
Document (Rome, 2008).
8
Dale A. Pfeiffer, Eating Fossil Fuels: Oil, Food, and the Coming Crisis in Agriculture (Gabriola Island,
BC: New Society, 2006).
9
Richard M. Adams, Brian H. Hurd, and John Reilly, A Review of Impacts to U.S. Agricultural
Resources, Feb. 1999, The Pew Center on Global Climate Change.
10
Milton C. Hallberg, Economic Trends in U.S. Agriculture and Food Systems Since World War II (Ames,
IW: Iowa State UP, 2001).
11
United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, Climate Change and Food Security: A Framework
Document (Rome, 2008).
12
Ibid.
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themselves. 13 The advent of “supermarkets” has provided people in industrialized
countries with access to a large variety of year-round offerings and have essentially
replaced reliance on small shops that sell high-quality but seasonally limited local
produce. 14 These developments have decreased dependence on climatic and geographic
specificities and allowed food to be purchased at the same volume and with the same
diversity of options year round in industrialized countries. While industrialized countries
benefit most from these advances, “developing” countries supposedly prosper from
globalization and access to larger markets according to capitalist free-market logic.

Many scholars believe that, “Today, food insecurity persists primarily in those
parts of the world where industrial agriculture, long-distance marketing chains and
diversified non-agricultural livelihood opportunities are not economically significant.” 15
But as we are frequently reminded by economists, there is no such thing as a free lunch.
The industrialization and intensification of agriculture has a darker shadow: in particular,
climate change.

III. How industrialized agriculture influences Climate Change
(the downside)
In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) found that
agriculture was accountable for producing over 13% of the world’s anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions, and indirectly responsible for an additional 17.4% caused by
deforestation and other environmental degradation related to changed land use for food
production. In the United States, agriculture contributes close to 10% of national
emissions and an even larger percentage when considering other food system processes.
Certain types of agriculture account for a disproportionate amount of energy use and
emissions, such as livestock production which is estimated by the FAO to produce close
to a fifth of emissions leading to global anthropogenic climate change. 16 While
Americans are fretting about the mileage their cars are getting and how to set up better
13

Ibid.
Ibid.
15
Ibid.
16
Chan, Neff, and Smith.
14
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modes of public transportation (both important things to consider), a gold mine of uncaptured reductions may actually be sitting on the plate in front of them. (See Figure 1)

A number of leaders in sustainable food and agriculture were recently asked to
give a five minute elevator pitch to President Barack Obama about how he should
approach environment, energy, climate, and food policy. Here is what Michael Pollan
advocated: “Progress on the all-important issues of energy independence, climate change,
and health care costs depends on reform of the food system--and, crucially, an ability to
connect all those dots when making policy.” The link between our modern industrial
agricultural system and anthropogenic climate change has become more and more clear
over the past decade. According to Pollan, “After cars, the food system uses more fossil
fuel than any other sector of the economy — 19 percent. And while the experts disagree
about the exact amount, the way we feed ourselves contributes more greenhouse gases to
the atmosphere than anything else we do — as much as 37 percent.” 17

As Pollan points out, the intensity and scale of the way we feed ourselves has led
us to a point where our food is wrapped up with our oil in the same ticking time bomb.
He estimates that 17% of our fossil fuel use goes to “feeding ourselves.” 18 Most of these
emissions come not from carbon dioxide, the infamous poster-child of global warming,
but from methane and nitrous oxide released into the atmosphere by synthetic fertilizers,
biomass burning, livestock manure, livestock belching, and crop production. According
to Vandana Shiva, the global atmospheric concentration of methane has increased from
715 ppb (pre-industrial) to 1,774 ppb (2005) and the concentration of N2O, “largely due
to chemical fertilizers in agriculture” increased from 270 parts per billion to 319 parts per
billion in 2005. 19 (See Figure 3) Other food-related contributors to climate change
include processing and packaging, globalization of the food industry, the rise of
supermarkets as opposed to small shops and markets, consumers travelling farther
distance to purchase food, and reliance on resource-intensive feed for livestock.

17

Michael Pollan, "Farmer in Chief," New York Times Magazine 9 Oct. 2008.
Michael Pollan, "My Letter to Whole Foods," letter to John Mackey, 12 June 2006.
19
Shiva.
18
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Not only does our food system contribute to climate change and fossil-fuel
reliance, but it also leads to a multitude of other environmental crises. For example,
runoff from crops and livestock farming is disastrous for drinking water supplies and
groundwater ecosystems because of high levels of nitrates and phosphates present in
fertilizer and cattle waste. According to a study on the economic trends in U.S.
agriculture since World War II, the per-acre application of nitrogen fertilizer increased
tenfold between 1950 and the early 1970’s, and has continued to increase steadily. Peracre use of phosphate has increased by about threefold since 1950, 20 and per-acre
pesticide use has increased tenfold since 1950.21 (See Figure 2) Pesticides used on nonorganic farms are shown to make agricultural workers and nearby residents sick and
unable to work. Soil erosion from over-tilling and loss of seed biodiversity from
monoculture cropping limits the future productivity of agricultural land such that the
American food supply looks more unsustainable by the day. These unsustainable and
environmentally degrading practices increase the chances that Americans will have to
rely on imported food to a higher degree in the future, a trend that would add to overall
food-miles and thus reinforce the positive feedback loop between climate change and
food instability.

IV. Lack of Media Attention
Despite recent works by John Robbins, Michael Pollan, and Vandana Shiva, the
connection between agriculture and climate change has been largely ignored in the
mainstream news. A study conducted by researchers at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health reports that although there is strong evidence that what we eat and how
it is produced affects climate change, only 2.4 percent of climate change articles in
sixteen leading daily U.S. newspapers from September 2005 to January 2008 mentioned
food production and agriculture’s contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. 22
Additionally, a mere 0.5% of climate change articles made specific reference to
greenhouse gas emissions from livestock and meat production, despite the fact that
20

Hallberg.
Hallberg.
22
Chan, Neff, and Smith.
21
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livestock production accounted for close to 20% of world anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions (more than the contribution from transportation) in 2006. (See Figure 4)
Though the researchers found that coverage increased slightly over time, the general
public remains generally unaware of the warming potential of what they eat.

It’s clear that the linkage needs to be further revealed to the public if our politics,
economy, and culture are going to change to reflect the need to eat in a way that
maintains ecosystem stability and connects us to the Earth. While it’s a step forward that
scholars and environmental activists have recognized the nexus between food, farming,
and climate change, the massive scale of the problem necessitates a massive adjustment
on the part of the entire population.

V. How Climate Change Threatens Food Security (the other
side of the coin)
“A food crisis is emerging as a result of the convergence of climate change, peak oil, and
the impact of globalization on the rights of the poor to food and livelihood.” 23
-Vandana Shiva
“The impact of climate change on agricultural production, along with such false
solutions to climate change which divert food and land from the poor to the nonsustainable energy needs of the rich, further exacerbate the food crisis.” 24
–Vandana Shiva
The relationship between agriculture and climate change is, like most ecological
relationships, not unilateral. Just as industrial farms contribute largely to the building
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, climate change in turn threatens to
worsen the inequalities between the global rich and the global poor via food. Climate
change threatens not only the world’s productive land but also those who rely on it, thus
introducing the important issue of food security to the international arena. The influence
of climate change on various geographical and socioeconomic regions will not be
arbitrary—the global poor, islanders, and those living in coastal areas will be hurt most

23
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by changes in weather patterns, the spread of disease, and declines in agricultural
productivity. (See Figure 6)

In 2006, a CGIAR (Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research)
report found that “projected temperature increases and shifts in rainfall patterns are likely
to decrease growing periods in sub-Saharan Africa by more than 20 percent, with some of
the world’s poorest nations in East and Central Africa at greatest risk.” As climate change
shifts wheat production northward across the globe, it will create opportunities for
farmers in North America, much of Europe, and Russia. Developing countries, on the
other hand, which “are already home to most of the world's poor and malnourished
people and have contributed relatively little to the causes of global warming,” are
expected to shoulder the worst effects of climate change and suffer most from losses in
food production,” according to a climate change scientist with the World Agroforestry
Centre. 25

The implications of this are severe, as the global South’s reliance on

agriculture for food and work should not be underestimated. According to the report,
agriculture provides the “primary source of livelihood for 36 percent of the world’s total
workforce,” with even higher figures for highly populated countries in Asia, the South
Pacific, and sub-Saharan Africa. “If agricultural production in the low-income developing
countries of Asia and Africa is adversely affected by climate change, the livelihoods of
large numbers of the rural poor will be put at risk and their vulnerability to food
insecurity increased.” 26

But we cannot assume that climate change will affect only the global poor.
According to the recent FAO report on climate change and food security, the tendency to
view locations dependent on rain-fed agriculture as the areas of most concern is
somewhat shortsighted. The authors explain that:
This viewpoint does not take account of the other potentially significant
impacts that climate change could have on the global food system, and
particularly on market prices. These impacts include those on the water
25
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and energy used in food processing, cold storage, transport and intensive
production, and those on food itself, reflecting higher market values for
land and water and, possibly, payments to farmers for environmental
services. 27
Additionally, the report claims that:
Climate change variables influence biophysical factors, such as plant and
animal growth, water cycles, biodiversity and nutrient cycling, and the
ways in which these are managed through agricultural practices and land
use for food production. However, climate variables also have an impact
on physical/human capital – such as roads, storage and marketing
infrastructure, houses, productive assets, electricity grids, and human
health – which indirectly changes the economic and socio-political factors
that govern food access and utilization and can threaten the stability of
food systems. All of these impacts manifest themselves in the ways in
which food system activities are carried out. 28
Extreme weather events induced by climate change will damage, and have already
damaged, local and national infrastructure, leading to ripple effects

throughout the

globalized world. A similar effect is seen every time a large oil drilling station is
damaged by a storm—prices around the world skyrocket as supply falls from instability
and fear in the world energy market. We should not underestimate the ability of climate
change to interfere with the industrial food and transport systems we think are so
invincible. (See Figure 7)

As Dale Pfeiffer points out in his book, Eating Fossil Fuels, the need to expand
agricultural production has led to not just to global warming, but also to “most of the
wars in recorded history.” 29 I would add to his list colonization, slavery, land
degradation, loss of biodiversity, chemical pollution, and overextraction of water.
Recently, there has been an ugly trend in multinational agricultural corporations where
poor people in the developing world are promised food security through genetically
modified foods reliant on pesticides and artificial fertilizers, but are actually made worse
off because of the harmful effects of these chemicals in their air, water, soil, food and
bodies. Monsanto and the like are thus not only fossil-fuel dependent, but are also
27
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responsible for the negative environmental and social effects of “high-yield” crops
purported to stem from “humanitarian concern for human nutrition.” In actuality, the
development of these products stems from the desire to “make a profit from the sale of
agricultural inputs.” According to environmental ethicist Peter Wenz, “Such sales help
the economy grow. The unintended result, however, was to impoverish many people in
the Third World.” 30

And while “developed countries” are frequently held up as the model for
“developing” ones to emulate and catch up to, it may be that the United States and others
have a little something to learn from those “less developed” than ourselves. As Vandana
Shiva points out, industrial agriculture in the United States uses 380 times more energy
per hectare to produce rice than a traditional farm in the Philippines. Corn production in
the US requires 176 times more energy per hectare than does growing corn on a
traditional farm in Mexico. 31 Food in the industrial agricultural system takes massive
amounts of energy to produce, and in turn causes huge amounts of greenhouse gases to be
emitted into the atmosphere. Additionally, the effects of climate change on food security
around the world are likely to make the practice of importing food from third world
countries even more unsustainable and unethical than it currently is today. While the
IMF, World Bank, and charitable foundations like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
continue to pursue “development” projects in so-called third world countries and
multinational corporations move in on “undeveloped” farm land to raise cash crops at a
low price, the climate crisis looms bigger and laughs as we move in the wrong direction
while patting ourselves on the back for helping the world’s poor.

VI. Sustainable Agriculture and Corporate Responses
The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change found that agriculture is
responsible for 14% of greenhouse gas emissions—a similar figure to the IPCC report

30
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cited earlier in this chapter. 32 However, as Vandana Shiva points out, what’s missing in
the Stern Report figure is that different kinds of agriculture are responsible for different
portions of the greenhouse gas emissions. She explains that the report “fails to
differentiate industrial, globalized agriculture, which is responsible for a large part of the
14 percent of emissions in agriculture, from non-industrial, biodiverse, ecological
agriculture, which has much lower emissions and helps in carbon sequestration.” The
figure for land use (18% of total emissions) does not incriminate the cutting of tropical
forests for agricultural commodities, and a large part of the transport emissions results
from unnecessary food miles. 33

In other words, the Stern report’s data presentation and subsequent analysis do not
allow for a real critique of the status quo in agriculture, and lead to a “pseudo-solution”
of carbon trading, which translates into business as usual for the agrochemical and
agribusiness corporations profiting from globalized, industrialized agriculture. These
market proposals, according to Shiva, benefit the U.S., and other industrialized countries
that have contributed most to the climate change problem, but hurt those who are most
vulnerable to climate change. The U.S. food industry, as one of the biggest and most farreaching global industries, must be held accountable. Shiva advocates localized and
ecological agriculture which can reduce greenhouse gas emissions significantly while
“improving our natural capital of biodiversity, soil, and water; strengthening nature’s
economy; improving the security of farmers’ livelihoods; improving the quality and
nutrition of our food; and deepening freedom and democracy.” 34

Small-scale organic farming can certainly help to ameliorate the problems of
industrial agriculture. In Soil Not Oil, Shiva predicts that a shift to ecological, nonindustrial agriculture can engender a two-to seven-fold energy savings and a 5 to 15
percent global fossil fuel emissions offset through the sequestration of carbon in
organically managed soil. She estimates that up to four tons of CO2 per hectare can be
32
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sequestered in organic soils annually. In all sectors, advocates for the environment and
social-justice have begun to take responsibility and action. Though it’s by no means a
modern phenomenon (having roots in ancient subsistence cultures), sustainable
agriculture (and green businesses in the food industry) has emerged as a strong and
influential force. Environmental activists have explicitly realized the link between largescale, fossil-fueled industrial agriculture and climate change and have begun to advocate
for reforms and even revolutions in the American food system.

A. Farms
Community Supported Agriculture reflects “an innovative strategy to connect local
farmers with local consumers; develop a regional food supply and strong local economy;
maintain a sense of community; encourage land stewardship; and honor the knowledge
and experience of growers and producers working with small to medium farms.” 35
Many farmers, food-retailers, and citizens throughout American history have
taken to heart the benefits of local and ecologically-based food production as well as the
wholesome

community-based

lifestyle

it

can

entail.

With

the

support

of

environmentally-conscious customers, they have proven that another way is possible.
Patrick Boleman, coordinator of “FLO Food” and student at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill says it well in the following:
By creating a more local, decentralized food distribution system, you
eliminate an immense amount of energy use involved with the
transportation and processing of our food. This can greatly reduce our
greenhouse gas emissions, while at the same time decrease our
dependence on petroleum based products. As you well know, the majority
of our energy in the United States comes from non-renewable resources
and agribusiness is fueled by chemicals created from foreign oil. 36
From 1993 to 2001, the number of certified organic farms more than doubled—
from three thousand to seven thousand. According to Mitch Hallberg, the total is
probably closer to between fifteen and twenty thousand, including farms that use organic
methods but are uncertified. Hallberg claims that “These are small numbers compared to
35
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the two million U.S. farms, but the significant thing is that they are growing—unlike
other independent farmers, who are disappearing from the landscape.” 37

In addition to the rise of organic farming, the ostensible environmental and social
benefits of CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) programs are largely responsible
for the growing popularity of these mutual partnerships between farms and consuming
communities. In 1985, the first official CSA was established at Indian Line Farm in
Massachusetts, but as of January 2005, there were more than 1500 CSA farms across the
U.S. and Canada.

38

Holding fast to the original organic value of local food, CSA’s

manage to reduce food miles and achieve seasonality while simultaneously providing a
reliable source of food for a relatively large number of people. According to scholars at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst, “Community Supported Agriculture represents
a viable alternative to the prevailing situation and the long-distance relationship most of
us have with the food we eat.”39 It is a partnership of mutual commitment between a farm
and a community of supporters which provides a direct link between the production and
consumption of food. Supporters cover a farm's yearly operating budget by purchasing a
share of the season's harvest, and members make a commitment to support the farm
throughout the season, and assume the costs, risks and bounty of growing food along with
the farmer or grower. 40 (See Figure 8)

Another ecological, local, decentralized food system is the farmer’s market. Like
CSA’s, farmer’s markets keep food dollars in the local community, encourage
cooperation amongst local farmers, support biodiversity in regional agriculture, and
create opportunities for dialogue between farmers and consumers. In addition, they rely
even less on transportation than do CSA’s because they are placed in central locations for
any given community. According to the USDA, there were 3,706 American famers’
markets in 2004, twice as many as a decade earlier and up from only a few hundred in

37
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1970. 41 These direct farm outlets supply less than 2 percent of the nation’s produce, but
are very visible ways to introduce people to organic products. A recent study showed that
about 80 percent of all organic farms sell some portion of their crops direct, and that out
of 210 farms surveyed, one third of farmer’s market vendors in 2002 were certified
organic—compared with less than 1 percent of all farmers in the U.S. 42 Though organic
supermarkets like Whole Foods have probably siphoned away quite a bit of business
from farmer’s markets, there remains a loyal contingent who insist that farmer’s market
produce is fresher, healthier, and less carbon-intensive than that from the grocery store.
Farmers, in turn, receive better prices in farmers’ markets than from wholesalers or
distributers, frequently up to 250 percent higher. 43

B. Consumers/Citizens
Environmental scholars, policymakers, think tanks, and ordinary citizens have
also recognized the link between food and environmental degradation, and are beginning
to see their role in the reduction of food-related greenhouse gas emissions by opting to
purchase local, organic, and low-carbon foods. One major commitment people have taken
is eating vegetarian or vegan diets. Though the percentage of Americans who eat a
completely vegetarian diet today is still relatively small (2.3-6.7% according to a recent
study) 44 , many environmental-minded Americans are choosing to eat less beef and other
meat per week because of the revealed linkages between climate and the livestock
industry. In 2006, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
reported that livestock production alone accounted for nearly 18 percent of world
anthropogenic

greenhouse

gas

emissions—a

greater

contribution

than

from

transportation. Top impacts of the food system on climate include cattle emissions of
methane (a highly potent greenhouse gas); and loss of trapped carbon from soil and plants
following land clearing for crops or pasture.
41
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“Consumers,” for lack of a better word, are also supporting CSAs, Farmer’s
Markets, and responsible companies like Whole Foods market. They are starting their
own gardens, for both personal and community use, and encouraging their children’s
schools to adopt schoolyard gardens and healthy lunch options. In addition to changing
the way they eat and shop, Americans are demonstrating their concern about the food
industry and climate change by joining non-profits, lobbying Congress, and voting for
better regulation and practices within the national food industry.

C. Corporations: Food-Processing, Wholesaling, and Retailing
Industries
It is no surprise that once consumers began to demonstrate a desire for more
environmentally responsible food, corporations saw the chance for “double green.”
Corporate marketing of “sustainable” food products has exploded in the past couple
decades. According to the study of climate change and food media coverage,
Food industry efforts to reduce emissions include selective and local
purchasing, product labeling, reduced packaging, energy efficiency and
carbon offsetting. Agricultural enterprises have reduced emissions
including through changes in animal feeds, soil conservation and no-till
farming, reduced fertilizer and pesticide use, energy efficiency, increased
local distribution, improved waste management, and on-farm energy
generation. 45
Supermarkets in particular have made use of these tactics, in part because energy use in
the food sector is comprised not just of growing food and raising of animals, feed and
fertilizer, but also include transportation, storage, and in-store use of refrigeration, and
lighting. Since farmers market the vast majority of the commodities they produce to food
packers or processors, which then sell the products to food wholesalers and retail food
stores, it is extremely important that actors in these industries take responsibility for their
emissions. 46 Luckily, Whole Foods and others like it have stepped up to meet the
challenge of purchasing and selling food in climate-friendly and socially-just ways.

45
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VII. Conclusion
The bidirectional link between food production and climate change has
implications for food security (availability, accessibility, utilization, and stability), human
health, social inequalities, and business sustainability within the food sector. The risks of
climate change include extreme weather and changed precipitation patterns, crop failure,
increase in pests and water-borne illness, loss of seed diversity, and loss of adequate
insurance. Low-income people and communities in urban areas that are already
vulnerable to food shortages are likely to be the first, and most intensely, affected, but the
rural poor are the most unequipped to deal with the negative effects of climate change. 47
These countries and factions will face increasing reliance on food-aid from richer
countries and governments, which will simultaneously be struggling to cope with
damaged infrastructure to the global food distribution system.

The opportunities for mitigating these risks are numerous. According to a UN
Food and Agriculture Organization report, changing consumption patterns and food
preparation practices will be necessary to protect food security in many circumstances.
“Both market forces and voluntary choices influence individual decisions about what
food to eat and how to maintain good health under a changing climate.”

48

The report

argues that raising productivity from better water management in agricultural sectors will
be crucial, as will sustainable livestock management. Conservation agriculture can help
to maintain biodiversity, sequester carbon, and restore ecosystems to their balance. Even
so, challenges remain. For example, “Incentives are needed to persuade crop and
livestock producers, agro-industries and ecosystem managers to adopt good practices for
mitigating climate change,” and more importantly meeting the growing demand for
energy is “a prerequisite for continued growth and development.” 49 This goal has not yet
been accomplished because of a variety of factors, but is being worked on from several
angles including government, citizens, and business. In the next chapter, I will examine
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the possibilities for green business in addressing climate change and other environmental
crises.

END OF CHAPTER 1.
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Figure 8
Benefits of Community Supported Agriculture 55
• CSA's direct marketing gives farmers and growers the fairest return on their
products.
• CSA keeps food dollars in the local community and contributes to the
maintenance and establishment of regional food production.
• CSA encourages communication and cooperation among farmers.
• With a "guaranteed market" for their produce, farmers can invest their time in
doing the best job they can rather than looking for buyers.
• CSA supports the biodiversity of a given area and the diversity of agriculture
through the preservation of small farms producing a wide variety of crops.
• CSA creates opportunity for dialogue between farmers and consumers.
• CSA creates a sense of social responsibility and stewardship of local land.
• CSA puts "the farmers face on food" and increases understanding of how, where,
and by whom our food is grown.
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Chapter 2: Green Business and Carbon Offsetting
Conflict between ideals and profit: Perceived or Real?
“Promoting more effective approaches to climate change involves moving away from the
blinkered reductionism of free-market dogma, the false economy of supposed quick fixes
and the short-term self-interest of big business.” 56 – Kevin Smith
“Business is the problem and it must be part of the solution” 57 –Paul Hawken

I. Introduction
In January, 2006 Whole Foods Market became the only Fortune 500 Company to
offset 100% of its electricity use through renewable energy certificates (REC’s). This
landmark purchase put enough wind power into the grid to match the electricity load used
in all of its stores, facilities, bake-houses, distribution centers, regional offices and
national headquarters in the United States and Canada. 58 The media has eaten up the
news: just Google search “Whole Foods, REC’s” and it becomes apparent. Likewise,
shareholders seem to read the REC purchase as a signal of the company’s long-term
sustainability, both financial and environmental. But upon looking closer, there appears
to be a murky shadow of ambiguity surrounding the purchase. What exactly does
“offsetting” mean? This lurking sense of discomfort reflects a deeper running sentiment
in the realm of corporate approaches to environmental issues. A long-lasting debate
continues to run over the topic of green business, stemming from an hunch that tells us
we cannot trust profit-seeking enterprises to do the right thing. The dispute surrounds the
questions: Are there ways that we can achieve low-resource use economies within a
capitalist system? What would these reforms look like? Or do we need a complete
revolution away from capitalist modes of production?
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II. Green Business
This section will give an overview of the basics of green business. Citing several
manifestos that have been put out in recent years about how to “green your business” and
“improve your bottom line through going green,” I will aim to identify and evaluate the
driving motives and assumptions lie behind the capitalist enterprises that have chosen to
adopt environmentalism into their image, consciousness, and/or production processes. A
general explanation of the theory of “natural capitalism” will give background for this
phenomenon and reveal the thinking behind the green business movement. I will also
attempt to locate the impetus in American society for the creation of this new type of
corporation—whether it comes from government, shareholders, regular citizens, or
entrepreneurs. Links will be drawn between American capitalist values and the
appearance of green business culture and discourse.

A. Pro Green Business
Recently, it seems that environmentalism been picked up by the mainstream.
According to Paul Hawken, “Companies that are changing their ways, reducing pollution,
redesigning their products and methods of manufacture, have many different motives. In
some cases, they would like to escape regulatory liabilities; in others, they would like to
avoid perceived or future liabilities; in yet others, they are trying to change the nature of
business and move toward ‘socially responsible’ commerce.” 59 While reasons vary, one
thing for certain is that business approaches to environmentalism have popularized the
ideas of clean technology, cost-savings from efficiency, and green marketing as a strategy
for profit-making. To green business proponents, this is an important and exciting
development. According to Auden Schendler, “Of the one hundred largest economies in
the world, fifty-one are corporations. More than individuals, businesses can influence
policy because they carry huge weight with the government.” 60 An inevitable American
reality is that national policy and culture changes incredibly slowly. As long as
corporations face stakeholder and consumer willingness to support environmental
59
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initiatives, Americans can continue to depend on companies to take advantage of the
opportunity to turn a profit off of “going green”—or at least appearing green.

Hawken’s book Natural Capitalism banks on the premise that human ingenuity
and will for valuable and meaningful work can be harnessed to catalyze a revolution in
the way commerce is conducted. He argues that through radical resource efficiency,
biological design (biomimicry), closed-loop service-based economies, and reinvestment
in natural capital, businesses can simultaneously provide better goods and services,
increase profits, and remediate environmental problems. 61 In The Ecology of Commerce,
Hawken insists that any business wanting to survive the next century will have to move
to the “vanguard of environmental solutions” for both moral and practical reasons, setting
forth the radical (yet seemingly obvious) view that environment and economy are
inextricably linked. In both books, Hawken points out that even within advanced and
efficient capitalist systems, everyday life relies on nature’s services that we
systematically take for granted.

Other books, with titles like “The Green Corporation: The Next Competitive
Advantage,” “The Bottom Line of Green is Black,” “Green to Gold,” and “The Harvard
Business Review on Green Business Strategy,” emphasize the trend in corporate
responsibility that has made sustainability a priority. These books give strategies for
achieving the lucrative gains that are easily attainable through investment in resource and
energy efficiency, reduced packaging, and green marketing. In reducing resource use and
avoiding costly court cases and PR scandals, businesses not only achieve steps toward
carbon neutrality but also capture revenue through decreased costs. What’s more, “green
jobs” are now being touted by the Obama administration as a cure for our country’s
unemployment and socioeconomic stratification, creating even more human capital for
companies to access and put to use within their respective sustainability action plans.
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Chevron Corporation, among others, has recognized this reality and claimed in a
recent publication that “internal conservation is a good economic decision; if the world
energy supply runs out because of environmental issues or over-extraction, the business
loses its business.”

62

In doing so, it publicly recognized the importance of addressing

climate change and fossil-fuel dependence, despite the longstanding resistance from
fossil-fuel based companies to accepting the science and allowing for governmental
regulation of greenhouse gases. Now, according to a Chevron executive, “If we become
more energy efficient – not as a company, but as a country and as a globe – then that’s a
great start on the reduction of carbon emissions that will go a long way to protecting our
planet and the environmental concerns that we have.” 63

All over the globe, companies seem to be recognizing that anticipating regulation
and future environmental limitations can help them to gain a competitive edge in their
respective industries before others catch on. According to the literature of green business,
enterprises that implement sustainable practices in preparation for policy changes will be
able to invest in clean technology at their own pace, rather than when regulatory
pressures force them to act. These businesses will thus establish themselves in the market
before their competitors, and set examples for how profit and environmentalism can be
successfully married.

B. Anti-Green Business
But there are also those who see the goals and values of corporate capitalism as so
far removed from environmentalism that they see no feasible way to combine the two
without sacrificing what is at the heart of green. Martin O’Connor argues the following:
The liberal state tends to straitjacket expression of environmental concern,
and to channel it into forms that do not put in question the continued
operations of corporate capitalism; thus the prospects for radical reforms
lie more with the limits to the extent of hegemony of these state forms,
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and with the spaces for autonomous action opened up by their fractures
and internal contradictions. 64
Here O’Connor expresses concern that capitalist reforms are largely cosmetic,
while environmental problems are real and need real solutions. Hawken himself admits
that “Although proponents of socially responsible business are making an outstanding
efforts at reforming the tired old ethics of commerce, they are unintentionally giving
companies a new reason to produce, advertise, expand, grow, capitalize, and use up
resources.” 65 There are some practices prevalent in our culture that degrade the
environment “whether the person doing them works for the Body Shop, the Sierra Club,
or Exxon.”

66

Hawken illustrates here the fear that the “greening” of business could be

prematurely relieving our own sense of responsibility and having side effects we don’t
immediately hear of in the modern discourse surrounding climate change and free market
responses to its challenge.

i. Scale
One critique of green business harps on the principle of economies of scale. A
complex problem many green companies face is how to maintain a sustainable supply
chain as production increases—in other words, how large can the scope of green business
extend to without sacrificing the holistic process? This is especially relevant to food
production—small local organic is just that: small and local. There are many who simply
do not believe that profit-maximizing businesses will ever be able to truly call themselves
environmental; that they will simply resort to making small symbolic steps while
claiming to be socially responsible through marketing ploys. I will examine this concern
more closely in Chapter 3A, when I delve into critiques of Whole Foods and its
“corporate-organic” label, in general it is important to recognize that there are perceived
tradeoffs between size and integrity in industries that aim to do good for society and the
environment.
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ii. Greenwashing
1) green*wash: (n) Disinformation disseminated by an organisation so as to present an
environmentally responsible public image. 67
2) green*wash: (gr~en-wosh) -washers, -washing, -washed 1.) The phenomenon of
socially and environmentally destructive corporations attempting to preserve and expand
their markets by posing as friends of the environment and leaders in the struggle to
eradicate poverty. 2) Any attempt to brainwash consumers or policy makers into
believing polluting mega-corporations are the key to environmentally sound sustainable
development
Critics of green business also frequently cite the concept of “greenwashing.”
Some businesses have caught on to the notion that there is money to be made from the
“green business” niche, and have recreated their image to appear in line with
environmental principles. Meanwhile, they continue polluting the environment and
discounting climate ramifications from their balance sheets. Those who falsely portray
themselves as “eco-friendly” are intentionally misleading citizens into thinking that they
can safely consume at these places while supporting a “good cause.” Additionally, some
companies portray what they are doing as far as “going green” as helping to save the
environment, and maybe even restoring it to some degree. However, oftentimes what is
the case is that they are not remediating but rather refraining from releasing the harmful
substances that they shouldn’t, and exploiting the natural resources to a degree that they
otherwise might. The distinction between remediation and mitigation is important,
because in order for us to reverse some of the worrisome environmental damage we’ve
done and trends we’ve unwittingly begun , we will need to restore nature’s ecosystems
back to their original balance.

iii. Liberation Marketing
“The market works not only to redefine dissent, but to occupy the niche that dissident
voices used to occupy in the American cultural spectrum.” – Thomas Frank
According to theorist Thomas Frank, “the proliferation of eco-labels is of a piece
of the trend toward ‘liberation marketing,’ in which almost everything is sold as an
expression of the consumer's sense of social justice, environmental consciousness or
67
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moral virtue.” 68 Liberation marketing provides a theoretical framework that can be used
to deconstruct green businesses’ marketing tactics in order to see why people are feeling
placated that shopping at places like Whole Foods and pumping gas at Chevron is
somehow a reactionary statement against the “system.” What’s ironic is that the “system”
is made up of corporate entities like Whole Foods, Chevron, and other “green businesses”
that make their living off of people’s growing desire to consume. Liberation marketing
laments that “We used to have movements for change; now we have products.” 69 If
revolution can be achieved through consumerism, then American environmentalism has
been completely turned on its head.

iv. Putting Dollar Values on Nature
But the most problematic aspect of green business, for O’Connor and those in his
camp, is the gruesome commoditization of nature and its processes that it presents.
O’Connor explains the following:
In the rhetoric of ‘greened growth’ and ‘sustainable development,’ we can
observe a sinister double play around the categories of nature/capital, for
the better legitimation of capitalist accumulation and relations of
production. People are shot-gunned or seduced into conceiving of
themselves as proprietors (or stewards) of themselves and their habitats as
capital (human capital, ecological and genetic capital, tribal community
assets etc.) which they may choose either to conserve or to proffer in the
marketplace. 70
This notion is particularly offensive to biocentric environmentalists, who believe that all
living things and systems have inherent value independent of their exploitation by
humans. In the case of climate change, environmentalists must seriously consider what it
would mean to create a capitalist market under which profits could be made over
exploiting and trading rights to the atmosphere.
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III. Green Business and Climate
In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released its
fourth synthesis report warning that what we do in the next two to three years to combat
climate change will determine our future. The threat of climate change is not new news,
and neither is the immediacy with which we must act. Carbon offsetting, however, poses
a new moral problem by presenting a way to address the harmful impacts of our
consumerist actions without changing our attitudes. Many fear that by purchasing offsets
we are simply using money to get rid of our guilt. The conceptual mindset that carbon
offsetting and other market phenomena may engender must be examined more closely in
order to further clarify the ethical and practical implications of “green” capitalism for
environmentalism.

Climate change has pulled the debate over capitalist approaches to environmental
problems into the 21st century. In mainstream venues of capitalist environmental
discourse, carbon offsetting (a highly contested system of emissions reduction) has given
us a timely model to examine through the viewpoints of green business critics. These
days, you can even buy a “carbon-neutral” cell phone. 71 As the environmental
ramifications of climate change become increasingly well-known, a growing movement
to reduce private greenhouse gas emissions has produced a wide range of voluntary
climate change-mitigation strategies: everything from turning down the thermostat to
going vegetarian, from buying hybrid cars to purchasing carbon offset credits for
consumer goods and services through the voluntary carbon market. While mandatory
market-based approaches to tragedy of the commons environmental problems have been
around a long time, nothing like today’s voluntary carbon offset market has ever been
seen before. The growth in the voluntary offset market shows that businesses are
perceiving that they have a moral duty to make sure they mitigate their environmental
impacts. But it seems unclear as to how effective, meaningful, and egalitarian their
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actions need to be in order to please customers, environmentalists, and advocates of
social justice.

IV. Carbon Offsetting
The climate problem is global in nature and dependent upon immediate action.
Those who favor business approaches are urging decision-makers to take action
immediately, regardless of the skepticism projected from the camp of climate justice,
while skeptics claim that the market cannot solve the very problems it created. In
Vandana Shiva’s book Soil Not Oil, she claims that carbon offsetting reflects a lack of
real shift away from consumerist culture in developed countries and a convenient way of
dumping the climate problem onto the third world. This section will not examine these
international critiques too carefully, though they are persuasive and important, in order to
focus on the national voluntary offset market. I will examine American carbon offsetting
through political, cultural, philosophical and economic frameworks in an attempt to
determine its significance for the greater questions of capitalism the global climate crisis.
I will also address several fundamental questions and concerns that come up for offsets,
such as redirected will for environmental activism, physical and psychological distance
between agents and their moral responsibility, and the friend or foe debate between profit
and environmental ethics.

A. What are offsets?
A carbon offset, as defined by the Clean Air-Cool Planet report, is “the act of
reducing or avoiding GHG emissions in one place in order to ‘offset’ GHG emissions
occurring somewhere else.” 72 Offsets are typically measured in tons of CO2 equivalents,
and are bought and sold through a number of international brokers, online retailers, and
trading platforms. 73 A now widely recognized and accepted measure toward “carbon
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neutrality,” 74 carbon offsetting and brokering has emerged as an industry in the world
market with competition, standards, and watchdog organizations evolving along with it.
A plethora of companies offer carbon offset projects in addition to portfolios of options to
choose from, and will set your business up with a carbon-reducing scheme in exchange
for a price. (See Figure 1) The reasons for offsetting vary widely—everything from
pandering for publicity to feeling compelled to make voluntary ethical commitments.
(See Figure 3) Some businesses may answer only to their shareholders and customers,
whereas others are accountable to mandatory emissions-regulation schemes such as the
Kyoto Protocol. In compliance systems, such as the Kyoto Protocol, the EPA’s Emissions
Trading Program and the RGGI (Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the Northeastern
U.S.), offsets are used as supplements to a cap-and-trade program that requires certain
overall reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.

The logical premise of offsetting is that unlike most conventional pollutants,
greenhouse gases (the natural and manmade primary gases that contribute to global
warming) are uniformly mixed in the atmosphere such that it doesn’t really matter from
the standpoint of global warming mitigation where a reduction takes place. Carbon
offsets are intended to equalize radically different costs and practicalities of achieving
greenhouse gas emission reductions by allowing economic transactions of credit and
action. Offsetting purportedly provides an immediate and cost-effective approach for
companies to address their carbon footprints (the “estimated emissions of carbon dioxide
and other GHGs associated with a particular company” 75 ) to achieve their goal of carbon
neutrality, corporate responsibility, and/or profitability. According to the organization
CleanAir-Cool Planet, “If a ton of carbon has exactly the same impact on the climate
system regardless of where on the planet it is released, and it costs $100 to reduce a ton
of carbon dioxide internally, yet only $5 to reduce a ton of carbon dioxide through
offsetting, then why would a company embrace the more expensive approach?” 76
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Most environmental economists recognize that the definitions of carbon offsets
are still not uniform or universally understood, such that buyers must “closely scrutinize
the quality of their carbon purchases.” 77 Offsetting can occur in the voluntary or the
compliance market, and a wide variety of carbon offsets can be purchased, including
implementing energy-efficient technology; landfill gas capture and combustion; methane
capture from animal operations; reforestation; and emissions reductions from natural gas
transmission and distribution systems. According to the Offsetting Trends survey,
“Demand for different types of offsets shift based on factors ranging from availability to
price to public perception, and as a result business customers of the voluntary offset
markets play a major role in shaping the future of carbon trading.” 78 (See Figure 4)

B. Status of the Offset Market
Whatever the motivation, the carbon offsetting industry is a growing phenomenon
in the 21st century approach to climate change, and thus deserves to be studied critically
in order to extrapolate data on how effective and equitable offsetting is as a practice.
Voluntary carbon markets have exploded around the globe, growing nearly 350 percent
in value between 2006 and 2007.
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survey, which sampled 65 large multinational corporations in a variety of sectors, found
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consider offsetting in the future.” 81 (See Figure 2) The ubiquitous adoption of offsetting
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as part of a larger corporate strategy on climate change in the U.S. makes understanding
the voluntary offset market all the more relevant.

Even today, with Wall Street in crisis, sales of carbon offsets have remained high,
and in some cases have even been increasing. An article in the Washington Post said the
following:
Experts say this is possible, in part, for economic reasons: The financial
crisis has not yet reached those upper-middle-class consumers who are
willing to pay $12 to offset a cross-country flight, $80 for a wedding or
$400-plus for a year of life. But there is also a cultural factor, the legacy of
a complicated decade defined by a ‘green’ awakening and a national
splurge in consumer spending. Many people have learned to pay to lessen
their climate shame -- and, at least for now, they don't think of it as a
luxury purchase. 82
What does this trend mean for environmentalism and the environment? With so many
technological and design strategies at low costs with short payback periods, is carbon
offsetting just a cop-out from implementing reduction measures at home? Why do people
and companies offset? Is it cheaper? Easier? A final step in achieving carbon neutrality?
In the next section, I will identify utilitarian issues, but will focus primarily on the ethical
implication of such a system’s existence (and prevalence) in the United States and in the
world. Let’s examine the debate.

C. Pro-Offsetting
There are numerous factors that lead companies to offset voluntarily. Reducing
emissions at source may require long-term development, significant capital investment,
and/or behavioral change, all of which take time. A company may want to upgrade all of
its buildings to become more energy efficient, but not have the capital to do so all at
once. Offsetting, on the other hand, “provides the short-term environmental benefits some
companies seek, and is an excellent way of balancing a carbon footprint.” 83 According to
Ecosecurities (one of the world’s leading organizations in sourcing, developing, and
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trading emissions reductions), offsetting provides short-term environmental benefits for
companies by allowing them to address carbon emissions that cannot be currently
reduced by internal abatement measures alone. Once efficiency measures (typically seen
as the cheapest way to eliminate emissions) have been implemented, companies can face
extremely high costs to carry out technological retrofitting, shifts in management, and
installment of renewable energy facilities. Though in the long run these things save
money, it can be hard to justify to shareholders that they’ll have to face lower returns for
fifteen to twenty years until the technology begins to pay for itself. Given these restraints,
carbon offsetting appears to be an ideal way to achieve cost-effectiveness and reduce the
threat of global climate change simultaneously.

The ideological support for carbon offsetting stems from a belief that using the
market to address environmental problems will “increase choice, create abundance,
develop technology, and create ‘win-win’ situations for both buyer and seller.” 84
Proponents within the sustainable business camp argue that to make substantial and
timely progress on the issue of climate change, the United States needs to recognize the
political and economic realities of asking businesses to change their ways. They make the
case that if the cost of mitigating greenhouse gas emissions does not fall reasonably
within a company’s means, the change will not be a priority and will fall to the wayside
unless a cost-effective and sensible alternative is available. Free-market advocates would
take this further, arguing that in the presence of a national or state policy that requires a
certain amount of emissions reductions, steep costs of abatement will lead some firms to
break the law. To avoid generative perverse incentives and market inefficiencies, offset
advocates believe in the voluntary carbon market because it provides a way for everyone
to “win.”

Many argue that while they are incapable of achieving emissions at the scale of
uniform emissions regulation, voluntary carbon markets are still important for addressing
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climate change. Economist Janet Peace argues that offsets can serve as a precursor to
mandatory trading by “educating stakeholders (including policymakers and firms) about
emission reduction opportunities, measurement tools and infrastructure requirements.”
She points out that industries also benefit from learning about trading and risk
management under a voluntary market because prices for offsets are lower than they
would be under a mandatory system. 85 Peace goes on to explain that voluntary markets
can also “act as a significant complement to any mandatory program,” and that “the
general public can participate in a voluntary market to purchase offsets to cover their own
GHG emissions—again further expanding the scope of trading beyond that of a
mandatory programme.” 86 Essentially Peace’s argument says that voluntary carbon
offsetting increases both the size of market supply as well as the degree of choice in
offset projects, driving down the price of emissions reductions and allowing a broader
pool of customers to participate. Offset scholar Ben Vitale agrees, asserting that
“Voluntary markets have a unique role to play in heightening consumer awareness of
climate change, its threats and its solutions.” 87

D. Anti-offsets
While at first glance, Hawken’s theories of creatively rearranging the way we do
business in the modern world might seem to suggest that carbon offsetting is a innovative
way to address the problem of market externalities, deeper consideration may actually
lead to the realization that offsetting is neither as simple nor ethical as it is made out to
be. The critiques directed at the carbon offsetting phenomenon and mentality are varied
and numerous. (See Figure 5)

i. Additionality
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Several categories of critiques of the carbon offset market have emerged from the
surrounding discourse in the past ten or so years. The first deals with the issue of
additionality, and falls within a utilitarian framework. Emissions reductions are
“additional” if they occurred because of the presence of incentives associated with the
existence of GHG markets, voluntary or mandatory. 88 Proving additionality is often the
most complicated part of generating a carbon offset. Determining whether the activity in
question is business as usual or happening as a result of the commodity value of the
carbon offsets is a murky and imprecise process. 89

But additionality, despite its difficulty to ascertain, is crucial to the efficacy of any
offsetting market, and cannot be ignored. According to blogger Andrew Winston, a
frequent critic of the carbon offset market,

“you ideally want something that is

measurable and legitimately reduces the amount of carbon going into the
atmosphere…you don't want to pay people for things they're already doing.” 90 The
worrisome news is that in 2006, a study in India conducted by an adviser to the CDM
executive board (which regulates offsets under the Kyoto Protocol), “conservatively
estimated that one-third of all projects failed to be ‘additional’.” 91 If most projects are
not contributing legitimately to the reduction of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, a
whole lot of money is being spent on standing still. Though the recognition and publicity
of these problems have led to more and more companies coming out in an effort to bring
offsetting under a measurable protocol of standards (See Figure 6), the global nature of
the carbon offsetting industry has made a uniform system of verification for offset
projects difficult to implement and enforce.

ii. Transparency and Inconsistency
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Lack of transparency and consistency have also raised doubts about whether or
not offsetting efforts are benefiting the environment. Specifically, people are unsure that
the reduction credits being bought and sold on these markets are legitimate. Credibility is
difficult to come by because of the wide number of offsets being offered on the market.
Prices are drastically different amongst offset credits, which may result in perverse
rewards for projects that are not actually deserving. Renowned Indian environmentalist
and eco-feminist Vandana Shiva cites the example of the Bunge Corporation, a
corporation that supplies feed to factory farms and emits massive amounts of methane
into the atmosphere. Under the carbon market, however, it has begun receiving carbon
“credits” for methane recapture, leading Shiva to argue that the economic benefits of the
carbon market are often distributed to undeserving parties. Though Bunge turns a profit
by reducing the net amount of greenhouse-gases in the atmosphere (which by the way it
put there in the first place) and selling its credits, it also continues to pollute water, pay
low wages, and reduce seed biodiversity. Meanwhile, farms like Niman Ranch (freerange, local, etc.) that have limited their emissions since their inception get nothing
because pollution credits are distributed based on reductions from historical emissions.

iii. Redirected Will
There are some who believe that carbon offsetting, beyond its problematic
technical workings, will actually accelerate climate change because of the weighty
negative influence it has on people’s desire to change their behavior and consumption
patterns—the true drivers of anthropogenic climate change. If the benefits of cumulative
offset projects around the world are outweighed by renewed private incentive to increase
greenhouse-gas causing activities (since the guilt is gone and there is a way to consume,
travel, and conduct business “carbon-neutrally”), then the net result is a cost to society
and to the stability of the globe’s climate. As Hawken explains, “the problem isn’t the
half measures but the illusion they foster that subtle course corrections can guide us to a
good life that will include a ‘conserved’ nature and cozy shopping malls.” 92
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This category of offset criticism denotes the fear that carbon offsetting reflects
and perpetuates consumerist culture and doesn’t require real change. In fact, it may be
distracting from better actions businesses (and the U.S. at large) could be taking to
address climate change. “Experts who study offsets say a cultural shift is at work, in
which the American public has become accustomed to feeling guilty about climate
change, and, instead of writing letters to members of Congress or donating to an
environmental group, they have learned to buy their way out.” 93

If people and companies are spending their time, effort, and money on emissions
reductions that are more imaginary than real, but still feeling good about going on with
their business because they’ve “taken action,” then what happens to the time and energy
they could have spent pursuing actual climate change mitigation? Moreover, voluntary
carbon markets could actually be encouraging the illusion that climate change can be
stopped by symbolic individual actions, and not through political and economic structural
change. A mentality of growth cannot be offset by even the biggest forest carbon
sequestration project. According to Oilwatch, “The voluntary carbon market further
increases the power of the big polluters to carry on business as usual while clearing the
conscience of consumers.” 94
iv. Other Externalities
Finally, carbon offsets do not address the non-climate related externalities
associated with the consumption of fossil fuels. Mining, dependence on foreign oil, and
the ecological destruction that comes from building roads and drilling for oil are also byproducts of fossil-fuel reliance and are incredibly harmful to the environment and human
health. A commonly ignored externality is depicted by Vandana Shiva in the following:
Disposability of people is built into the denial of food to millions as well
as the destruction of rural livelihoods by the substitution of human energy
with machines powered by fossil fuels. The very definition of productivity
in the industrial paradigm is labor productivity, i.e., the fewer human
beings involved in production, the more ‘productive’ a process is, even if
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it uses more energy and more resources and produces less per unit of
energy and resource inputs. 95
Because of this, Shiva argues that we have two choices. We can “make a naturecentered, people-centered transition to a fossil-free future, or we can continue on our
current path toward a market-centered future, which will make the crisis deeper for the
poor and the marginalized and provide a temporary escape for the privileged.”
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Although greenhouse gases may be uniformly distributed pollutants, they cannot be
separated from the industrial activities that produce them. These same activities (burning
of fossil fuels for transportation, production, etc.) come with serious pollution
externalities that do not have the fortunate feature of having uniform effects no matter
where they are emitted.

American dependence on foreign oil is too dangerous to not address as we address
climate change. The forces happening in the world are pushing us toward a tipping point,
and we seem to be involved in constant political disputes in the Middle East to maintain
control over oil resources. Our economy depends on it—if we let Barack Obama truly
change the course that has been set for him in foreign policy by his Big Oil predecessors,
we would instantly regret it because our financial system and banks would go down the
tube. We’ve forgotten how to succeed and meet our material needs without relying on
globalization and corporate capitalism. This is why we are so narrow-minded in our
approaches to environmental remediation and climate change mitigation—we have
forgotten how to do things without the market to do it for us. Market strategies like
carbon trading and offsetting may do a fine job of keeping our economy stable while
putting a band-aid on the problem, but what about the greater problem of our energy
independence? What about the problem of drained resources from constant warfare and a
fear-driven need for national defense through weaponry? These are the issues that
environmentalists with social consciences want to see addressed.

v. Offsetting Wrap-Up
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So displacing carbon emissions actually is not as harmless as it may seem.
Offsetting does not get to the root cause of environmental problems. Why not make
policies and business action plans that are comprehensive rather than piecemeal? Why
rely on an atomizing, reductionist approach?

In the Preface to Ecology of Commerce, Hawken describes the awakening he
experienced at an award ceremony where his company was being honored for its
environmental initiatives. He explains that despite the good efforts his company truly had
made in the name of the environment, “What we had done was scratch the surface of the
problem, taken a few risks, put a fair amount of money where our mouths were, but, in
the end, the impact on the environment was only marginally different than if we had done
nothing at all.” This is exactly what critics are afraid of with respect to carbon offsetting:
the possibility that we are merely taking a few risks, putting money where our mouths
are, and hardly changing anything at all is too risky for the urgency of climate change and
its implications on our natural world, and consequently the economic and social systems
upon which we depend.

The most dangerous thing about offsetting is the growth mentality it allows
businesses to hold onto. Because everything we do now that has a carbon footprint can be
“negated” through offsetting strategies, where is the impetus to reduce corporate
expansion in the first place? As Hawken points out in Ecology of Commerce,
This counter myth of ‘no limits’ is so powerful that it appears ironically to
be gaining ground, in a reflexive, psychological reaction of denial, even as
knowledge of the carrying capacity of the Earth becomes more evident.
Ever-expanding abundance is not a theory based on science, or history, or
nature. It is based solely on self-interest. Whether willfully ignorant or
unabashedly hypocritical, at some point we must ask business to look
candidly at the real world and see the skull and crossbones posted
alongside ecological pathways, so that we can begin to create real
solutions instead of illusory techniques of evasion. 97
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If we are to heed Hawken’s warning, we will need to be cautious of strategies that fall
under the category “illusory techniques of evasion” and instead search for creative
methods with which to limit consumption and production.

V. Conclusion
Not only is the cultural process of environmental remediation and stewardship
ignored through utilitarian market approaches, but we may also face the difficulty of
finding out that we’ve solved one problem only to have exacerbated, ignored, or
perpetuated one hundred others. We must look at the big picture and create a
comprehensive and revolutionary strategy if we truly want to fix the environmental and
economic ills of our time. Hawken explains that although some corporations are
dramatically reforming business practices with respect to the environment and social
responsibility, there is still a yawning gulf between the kind of friendly ‘green’
environmentalism that business wants to promote—one that justifies growth and
expansionary use of resources—and the kind that actually deals with the core issues of
carrying capacity, drawdown biotic impoverishment, and extinction of species.
“Business, despite its newly found good intentions with respect to the environment, has
hardly changed at all.” 98
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Figure 3
Motives for Corporate Offsetting 101
1. To save money/ reduce operating costs
By voluntarily calculating and assigning a cost to carbon emissions, companies can begin
to prepare for the inevitability of an economy in which carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases are regulated and taxed. A very effective way of reducing emissions is
by being more energy efficient. A positive by-product of this is that you also reduce your
energy bill which saves money, particularly in the context of high energy /oil prices;
2. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Carbon management and offsetting is often a complementary aspect of a wider CSR
strategy, especially if the projects which are invested in reflect the locations of a
company’s operations and give something back to the surrounding communities;
3. Leading by example
Companies wishing to influence and drive emissions reductions amongst peers faster than
the current pace of legislation often take a stand and publicise their carbon management
and offsetting scheme;
4. Demand from stakeholders
Shareholders may want to see carbon reducing efforts/offsetting or employees who are
motivated by working for a socially responsible company influence organisations
choosing carbon neutrality or similar;
5. Compliance
There are some companies who in future may be part of the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme who have caps on their emissions. These companies could be entitled to reduce
their overall emissions by procuring offsets, and therefore may choose to act in the
voluntary market to learn more before being under a compliance regime. Also many
buyers (particularly in the US) purchase offsets as a hedge against future compliance risk,
for example, they are expecting that the offsets they buy will be recognised under a future
compliance scheme and can therefore be used to meet a compliance target or sold to
another compliance party;
6. Green marketing/ boosting green and socially responsible credentials
Developing carbon neutral products or services can help companies to reach new
customers who increasingly care about the environmental impact of products and services
that they buy. Going carbon neutral can send a powerful message to consumers,
competitors and the public that you share their concern over climate change, are taking
steps today to neutralise your emissions and that by buying from, investing in or
promoting your business the public at large can help combat climate change;
7. Reputational and commercial risk
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More and more, companies that do nothing with regards to climate change are publicly
criticized and investors have also started taking into account companies environmental
footprints when valuing stock. Therefore for some companies, it is too much of a risk not
to be taking steps to address climate change due to both the commercial consequences as
well as the risk of negative public opinion.

Figure 4
Desirability of Offset Project Types 102
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Figure 5
Common Critiques of the Offset Market 103
• The carbon market ignores the key issue of fossil fuel dependency.
• It benefits the polluters.
• It privatizes conservation and environmental initiatives.
• It fails to remedy climate injustice, by further increasing wealth and
wellbeing in the North, while increasing vulnerability in the South through
the implementation of projects that may violate rights.
• It does not recognize the existence of a historical and current environmental
debt.
• What is paid for now is speculative future absorption, while the emissions
have already been produced.
• It divides up the atmosphere, converts the carbon cycle into a commodity,
and places it in private hands, along with new rights in air, wind, land, forests
and water.
• It privatizes responsibility for the climate, conservation and environmental
initiatives.
• It is a way of selling environmental services which would mean in effect the
alienation of many rights of use of lands and territories currently exercised
by their occupants.
• It violates the rights of local communities and provokes negative impacts on
the environment.
• It is speculative and capricious.
• Its mechanisms are based on capitalist principles, the main cause of climate
change.
• It will worsen climate change instead of curbing it, because emissions will
continue to increase.
• It cannot be subject to effective state control.
• It assumes that changes will result from individual actions, and not through
structural policies and decisions, when the solution is not a matter of
consumer choices, but rather of actions to correct inequality, injustice and
exploitation.
• It uses deceptive advertising to fool consumers.
• By leading people to believe they are compensating for their current lifestyle,
it encourages the continuation of unsustainable patterns of consumption.
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Figure 6
Offset Verification Criteria. 104
Complete Eligibility Criteria: To be eligible for inclusion in The Carbon Offset List,
emission reductions must meet the following criteria:
1. Only direct emission reductions are eligible. ( not REC’s or other indirect)
2. The quantification of emission reductions must be reliable and accurate.
3. The permanence (or limitations on permanence) of emission reductions must be clearly
explained and justified.
4. The emission reduction project's start date and timeframe must be clearly defined.
5. An offset provider must demonstrate clear ownership of the claimed emission
reductions.
6. Emission reductions must be serialized and tracked to assure that offsets are not double
counted or resold after retirement.
7. All claims should be independently verified and verifiable.
8. The emission reductions should be generated in ways that produce net positive
environmental and community impacts.
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Chapter 3A: Case Study
Whole Foods
Findings within the Industry
“The companies that are changing their ways, reducing pollution, redesigning their
products and methods of manufacture, have many different motives. In some cases, they
would like to escape regulatory liabilities; in others, they would like to avoid perceived
or future liabilities; in yet others, they are trying to change the nature of business and
move toward ‘socially responsible’ commerce.” 105
– Paul Hawken
“To extend our love and care beyond our narrow self-interest is antithetical to neither
our human nature nor our financial success. Rather, it leads to the further fulfillment of
both. Why do we not encourage this in our theories of business and economics? Why do
we restrict our theories to such a pessimistic and crabby view of human nature? What
are we afraid of?”
– John Mackey
Guiding Questions:
1) What are the ethical and practical implications of carbon offsetting within the food
industry, particularly within corporate enterprises such as Whole Foods Markets? (A
critical look at carbon offsetting within the food industry). What are the implications for
business? For science and climate? For ethics and human experience?
2) What is the impetus for most companies deciding to offset their carbon emissions? For
Whole Foods?
3) How do businesses tend to prioritize offsetting within a larger approach to
sustainability? How prevalent is offsetting used as a means of “greenwashing” and how
often is it used appropriately as a tool for reaching carbon neutrality? Whole Foods?
4) What are the metrics they use to measure the effectiveness of such an investment?
How does their approach line up with their environmental mission statement?
5) Why has Whole Foods been able to maintain such a positive public image given that
much of American organic history/culture has been anti-big, all about the small farmer
(Jeffersonian) and small plot of land, the small store, etc? How has it maintained an
image of environmentalism and "fairness" while being so big and corporate?

I. Introduction
“The shopping mall and the supermarket are temples of consumerism through which
global corporations seduce us into participating in the destruction of our productive
capacities, our ecological rights, and our responsibilities as earth citizens.” 106
- Vandana Shiva
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As outlined in Chapter 1, the food industry plays a significant, complex, and
interdependent role in the United States’ contribution to climate change that is frequently
ignored by American mass media. 107 But in the past year, nearly three-quarters of food
retailers surveyed by the publication “Supermarket News” said they have reduced the
consumption of electrical energy in their stores. 108 This trend indicates recognition of the
link between the American agriculture and food system and climate change on the part of
food retailers, as well as a concerted effort to address their own emissions.

This chapter is about Whole Foods and its approach to reducing the American
food system’s contribution to climate change and fossil-fuel dependence. It will examine
where the company’s motives for environmental responsibility come from, what kinds of
Renewable Energy Credits it buys (and how they differ from or are similar to traditional
offsets), and what factors went into the decision to purchase them. I will also examine
how, if at all, this model lends itself to Paul Hawken’s ideas of “natural capitalism” and
how it may fall short of Hawken’s expectations. In examining Whole Foods’ purchase of
carbon offsets, I aim to highlight the pros and cons of offsetting with respect to the food
industry, and to present marketplace realities facing a company that truly cares. To give
context for the REC purchase, I will move through a brief history of the company before
examining what Whole Foods may have lost in becoming large and corporate.

I will also point out what Whole Foods does that sets it apart from other
companies, identify its strategies and approach to eliminating greenhouse gas emissions
and dependence on fossil fuels. Why is Whole Foods taking real action whereas others
are just greenwashing? At the same time, I will argue that Whole Foods loses a bit of
integrity by failing to meet its stated mission of “caring about communities” through
perpetuating patterns and practices that allow for inequality in access and participation.
The larger goal is to answer the question: Does idealism “put the brakes on business?”
What problems remain to be solved?
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II. Background and History
“Back in 1980, we started out with one small store in Austin, Texas. Today, we’re the
world’s leader in natural and organic foods, with more than 270 stores in North America
and the United Kingdom.” – Official Whole Foods Market Website
To better understand Whole Foods Market and its corporate mission, it is crucial
to go back in time to the store’s founding and follow the ethic/mission as it progressed
from small to big, up to the point where it decided to “offset” 100% of its in-store
electricity use. This will also help us to contextualize the critiques to be discussed in this
chapter, and hopefully help us to draw better conclusions about the ethical and practical
implications of carbon offsetting in the corporate food sector.

A. History
Despite its current perceptions as a Fortune 500 company with pricey produce and
a trendy website, Whole Foods started out as a mom and pop grocery store in Austin,
Texas before there existed any chains for folks who wanted to eat healthily for their
bodies and for the planet. “With $45,000 borrowed from friends and family, Mackey and
then-girlfriend Renee Lawson Hardy opened a tiny natural-food store in a three-story
house in Austin, Texas. At the time (the late ’70s), natural and organic foods had a very
small cult following.”109 Mackey was a college-dropout and Hardy was only 21 years
old—they lived in their store and bathed in their dishwasher to save money. A few years
later, Mackey and Hardy—whose store was then called Safer-Way, a play on
“Safeway”—paired up with Craig Well and Mark Skiles of Clarksville Natural Grocery
to test out the supermarket configuration in the natural foods industry, which up until that
point relied primarily upon small family markets. The resulting “Whole Foods Market”
opened in 1980 with a staff of only 19 people. It was an immediate success, despite that
at the time, there were less than half a dozen natural food supermarkets in the United
States. 110
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After only four years, Whole Foods began to expand. It added locations in
Houston, Dallas, and New Orleans before reaching the West Coast in 1989. Through
mergers and acquisitions of other natural food chains in the 1990’s, the company was
able to grow rapidly. (See Figure 2) After going public in 1992, Whole Foods purchased
the popular Bread & Circus chain, a Boston-based company, thus forming an alliance that
Mackey credits for the following sixteen years of growth. 111 By the late 1990s, Whole
Foods could no longer rely solely on small, scattered independent farms to source its
stores. As a large supermarket, it needed central infrastructure and a dependable supply
chain. By 2003, it was the largest natural and organic supermarket in the world, having
reached Canada in 2002 and the UK in 2004. 112 In 2005, the company broke onto the
Fortune 500 list, and a year later Wal-Mart and other large stores entered the market and
began to compete with Whole Foods by offering organic options next to their traditional
food products. 113

As of last year, Whole Foods was still growing. By November of 2008, 66 new
store leases had been signed and Whole Foods had grossed $8 billion in sales for the
year, raking in $1.8 billion in the fourth quarter of 2008 alone. 114 These impressive
figures, along with its growing list of initiatives for environmental-retrofitting and
“animal-friendly practices,” hint that there are no signs of slowing down despite the
recent economic downturn. Whole Foods has something that isn’t going away.

B. Keys to Success
“Having a strong purpose and mission attracted a lot of idealistic people who probably
wouldn’t have worked for a traditional grocery store.” – John Mackey
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In the course of three decades, how did Mackey turn a single natural food store
into a coast-to-coast, multibillion-dollar food retailing trendsetter? To explain Whole
Foods’ success, it is useful to examine the following excerpt:
A survey of 1,500 people in eight Midwestern states, Seattle, and Boston
reported that more than 75% would choose food labeled ‘grown locally by
family farmers’ as their first choice for produce or meat. ‘Grown locallyorganic’ was the second-highest choice, though the researchers said it
might have come in first had the words by family farmers been added.
About 25 percent said they would pay a premium of 6 to 15 percent for
food from small local farms. 115
Ethical eating has clearly become important to Americans, and climate change has
managed to finally raise awareness in the mainstream about the social and environmental
ramifications of our industrial food system. Climate affects every aspect of our society,
and Whole Foods has aided and capitalized upon the public’s knowledge of this reality.

In addition to a demand for local and organic food, there has been an undeniable
cultural attraction to Whole Foods stemming from its alternative feel—the store milieu
offers community bulletin boards, massage tables out front, and adorable names for its
frozen chickens like “Rocky” and “Rosie.” What’s more, CEO John Mackey has stayed
with his company all along, maintaining the environmental ethic and keeping customers
clued in about his current state of mind through a blog and public exchanges. This style
of committed environmental leadership is attractive to Whole Foods shoppers, and
according to environmental columnist Christina Inge, “Having a strong corporate
philosophy that emphasizes key sustainability concepts is vital to staying green during
periods of growth.” 116 Moreover, analysis of the Whole Foods managing style has
discovered the following:
Fresh thinking led to the creation of an idealistic workplace that allows
employees to basically run their own stores and teams almost
independently from corporate. As long as employees meet Whole Foods’
overall mission to sell the highest-quality organic food and improve
people’s well-being, there is no need for interference. And since stores are
staffed by individuals who are downright obsessed with everything from
115
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hormone-free milk to homeopathic remedies, that mission is deeply rooted
in the company culture. 117
The cultural appeal of the workplace model has lead a Whole Foods executive to
quip that “Mackey is hardly a manager at all… he’s an anarchist.” 118 This perception of
Whole Foods as a countercultural force is important to the cultural theory of “liberation
marketing,” which will be discussed in detail later in the chapter.

III. Current Status
A. CEO John Mackey
“Mr. Mackey has lived on a vegetarian co-op, he and his wife, Deborah, both practice
meditation and yoga, and spend as much time as they can on their 720 acre ranch west of
Austin.” 119
John Mackey, founder and CEO of Whole Foods Market, says that “There's no
inherent reason why business cannot be ethical, socially responsible, and profitable.” A
self described libertarian vegan, Mackey insists on infusing traditional business models
with an ecological consciousness and believes strongly that given the option to purchase
ethically-produced foods, customers will vote with their dollars to support green
businesses like his own. By studying Mackey, a highly controversial figure (most
recently for the scandal of him writing undercover on financial message boards to bash
Whole Foods’ former rival Wild Oats as a bad business not worth its stock price), the
profound link between Whole Foods Market Corporation and the philosophy of a
symbiotic relationship between business and environmental stewardship becomes
apparent.

Mackey explains that “the business model that Whole Foods has embraced could
represent a new form of capitalism, one that more consciously works for the common
good instead of depending solely on the invisible hand to generate positive results for
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society.” 120 In his quest to prove that corporations do not have to be greedy, selfish, or
uncaring, Mackey has striven to “create value” for all of his company’s constituencies,
supposedly allowing “customers, employees, suppliers, and the community to define the
purpose of the business in terms of its own needs and desires.” 121 Rather than answering
to the status quo, Mackey—who has directed the company’s moral compass since its
inception in 1980—seems to be deeply committed to influencing the national
economy/market in a way that is inspirational, progressive, and proactive.

B. Self-Reported Info and Values
“Whole Foods Market’s co-founders created the original purpose of the company in
1980, but the interdependent stakeholders have evolved it over the years. We started with
a few simple ideals and core values for the company and then created very simple
business structures to help fulfill those ideals. However, over time as the company grew a
process of self-organization took place and layers of organizational complexity evolved
year after year after year to fulfill the original core values. As the original core values
were expressed over time, deeper meanings of those core values were discovered and/or
created by the interdependent stakeholders. Whole Foods Market’s purpose has become
deeper, richer, and more complex as it has evolved over the years.” 122 – John Mackey
In terms of corporate self-reporting, Whole Foods infuses environmental and
social values beyond its mission statement, and exceeds the normal expectations for a
green business. (See Figure 1) Its listed core values include concepts like “sustainable
agriculture,” “wise environmental practices,” “community citizenship,” “transparency,”
“education,” and “integrity in all business dealings.” The corporate website admits its
capitalist nature by publicly asserting that “profits are essential to creating capital for
growth, prosperity, opportunity, job satisfaction and job security,” but simultaneously
recognizes its responsibility to actively participate in local communities. Whole Foods
does this by committing a minimum of 5% of its annual profits to a “wide variety of
community and non-profit organizations.” 123 Though this type of philanthropic gesture is
120
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not directly profitable for the company, Mackey’s seems to ensure that benefits derived
from corporate sales are re-distributed in a way that projects the vision of a more
egalitarian

society

while

still

maintaining

a

successful

business

operation.

Simultaneously, this initiative makes Whole Foods look good to its environmental and
social-justice minded customers and investors.

C. Programs and Initiatives
Whole Foods has undertaken quite a number of significant on-site energy-saving
measures. In 2007, it joined the EPA’s GreenChill Advanced Refrigeration Partnership, a
voluntary program that aims to reduce the usage and leakage of supermarket refrigerants
that impact either the ozone layer or climate change.124 Additionally, Whole Foods stores
around the country have incorporated energy-efficient design such as the new LEED
supermarket in Lakewood area of Dallas. The company also has solar panels to generate
renewable-based electricity at five stores in California, including the Berkeley location,
and New Jersey and just opened a distribution center in Connecticut that has the largest
solar roof in the state. Stores from several regions supplement the wind credit purchase
with power from solar panels and power generated by biomass. 125 In Colorado and New
Mexico, Whole Foods Market is 100 percent green-powered. 126 In Chicago, Whole
Foods has a LEED Gold certified store. 127 The Dedham store will be the first
supermarket in Massachusetts to generate nearly 100 percent of its electricity and hot
water onsite with an ultra-clean 400 kilowatt-hours (kWh) fuel cell. Less than a week
ago, the company announced a comprehensive commitment to renewable energy by
adding solar installations to twenty more stores—in effect tripling the number of stores
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with solar panels, and retrofitting existing stores with the most efficient lighting,
equipment, and mechanical components. 128

Outside of the stores themselves, the company is currently in the process of fitting
its truck fleet with technologies to reduce wind-resistance and minimize fuel
consumption, implementing systems that allow the engine to be turned off completely
during loading and delivery to avoid idling emissions, and converting it to biodiesel
fuels. 129 Whole Foods has a comprehensive and successful waste reduction program that
has enabled many regions to eliminate 80% of their waste through composting and
recycling. 130 According to Kathy Loftus, the new guru of energy management within
Whole Foods, reducing food waste through composting and conversion to biofuel is
crucial to addressing climate change. She says:
There is clear evidence that food waste and other organic materials, when
buried in landfills, are primary contributors to the emissions of methane,
one of the most potent of the greenhouse gases contributing to global
warming. So not only does our food “waste” become an agricultural soil
amendment that is vital to the production and maintenance of healthy soil
and plants, but by preventing it from getting into landfills, we’re avoiding
a significant amount of methane from entering the atmosphere. And, using
compost also reduces or even eliminates the need for fossil fuel-based
pesticides. 131
In addition to compost and recycling, Whole Foods has sponsored responsible
packaging forums, banned plastic bags and polystyrene from supplier packaging,
provided food in bulk so as to eliminate packaging waste, and is developing a bio-fuel
program for a generator that runs off the cooking waste used in 21 stores across the
Northeast region—diverting over 1,200 gallons of cooking oil a week from landfills and
using it to fuel a system that “reduces our dependency on conventional fossil fuel sources
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and results in less harmful emissions.” 132 Wasting impacts climate change because it is
linked to global resource extraction, transportation, processing, and manufacturing.
“Landfills are the largest source of anthropogenic methane emissions in the U.S., and the
impact of landfill emissions in the short term is grossly underestimated — methane is 72
times more potent than CO2 over a 20-year time frame.” Incinerators release more CO2
per megawatt-hour than coal-fired, natural-gas-fired, or oil-fired power plants. According
to the organization Stop Trashing the Climate, “When we minimize waste, we can reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in sectors that together represent 36.7% of all U.S. greenhouse
gas emissions.” 133

Whole Foods Market is also developing an inventory of scope 1 and 2 greenhouse
gas emissions, which will help track and report natural gas and electricity consumption,
refrigerant leaks and trucking fleet emissions. 134 For these commitments, among others,
Whole Foods received the EPA Green Power Leadership Award in 2004 and 2005 and
Green Power Partner of the Year award in 2006 and 2007. 135 Just this month it added the
Natural Health Magazine Green Choice Award for 2009. 136

D. Carbon Emissions and Responsibility
Whole Foods is widely known to Americans as a company at the forefront of the
green business movement, winning numerous awards for its pioneering models of
sustainability in the food industry. But what sets Whole Foods apart from other
companies committing to carbon neutrality and pro-environment stances in publicity?
How deserving is Whole Foods of the accolades it constantly receives from government
and consumers alike?
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The REC purchase introduces a different tactic from those previously employed
by Whole Foods on behalf of environmental responsibility. While other initiatives
occurred onsite, investing in off-site renewable energy from wind farms represents a
capitalist approach that trusts the market to reflect pricing realities of supply and demand
for renewable energy. Renewable Energy Credits (henceforth RECs) like those Whole
Foods is purchasing have become increasingly popular in the past several years, and have
brought up a whole new debate around green business, greenwashing, and capitalist
approaches to the mitigation of climate change and fossil-fuel dependence.

The basics are as follows: As of 2006, Whole Foods began buying Renewable
Energy Credits (or Renewable Energy Certificates) to match 100% of its electricity use in
all of its Canadian and U.S. stores, facilities, bakehouses, distribution centers, regional
offices and regional headquarters. According to media releases, The 458,000+ megawatthours (MWh) of renewable energy credits Whole Foods is purchasing from national wind
farms will avoid more than 700 million pounds of carbon dioxide pollution this year. “To
have the same environmental impact, more than 60,000 cars would have to be taken off
the road or more than 90,000 acres of trees would have to be planted.” 137 Just this year,
Whole Foods renewed its commitment to purchasing offsets for all of its North American
stores and facilities.

The significance of the Whole Foods purchase appears tremendous for its
contribution to stability of climate and national energy supply—the company now claims
to purchase or generate “100 percent” of its total North American power load from
renewable sources—with almost 50 percent coming from wind and the rest coming from
solar, geothermal, small-hydroelectric, and geothermal, and each store making its own
decisions based on regional climate and appropriateness of renewable sources. "In the
corporate world, this is huge," says Kurt Johnson, head of the EPA's Green Power
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Partnership. "When a market leader does something like this, others will emulate." 138 As
we have seen from its history, Whole Foods has continuously played a vital role in
swaying the national culture around shopping for food.

IV. Critiques
But we cannot rely solely on self-reported information to determine the ethical
implications of Whole Foods’ offset purchase. To do so would be blindly to accept that
businesses can be trusted to do the right thing. In line with critiques of “green
consumerism,” there are certain drawbacks to corporate and consumer approaches to
climate change brought about by the American food system. We will now examine some
critiques from the outside and apply them to the REC purchase. How does Whole Foods
stand up against its critiques? How transparent was it about its decision to offset? And
what implications does this have for climate change?

Guiding Questions:
1) How has Whole Foods prioritized offsetting within a larger approach to profit and
sustainability?
2) How has the large-scale nature of Whole Foods affected its environmental mission?
Was scale responsible for the REC purchase?
3) Is green-washing at work here?
4) What about social justice? How do their actions hold up under the scrutiny of those
who critique capitalist approaches?
5) What does this mean for the social entity of green business and corporate approaches
to climate change?

A. Profit
The voluntary purchase of any type of offset credit may initially seem at odds
with the profit motive, especially given the concerns regarding the future of the voluntary
offset market. For a company to spend money on something that will benefit the
country’s energy security as a whole, but not necessarily its bottom line, seems strangely
misguided through a strictly corporate viewpoint. This is the same company that only a
few months ago was scolded by the Federal Trade Commission for aggressively trying to
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devour its competitor Wild Oats, which would nearly double revenue for some Whole
Foods stores at the expense of market diversity and consumer choice. This very same
company has been shown by FTC documents to negotiate with its suppliers to drive up
costs for Wal-Mart, one of its biggest threats in the market for organics! 139 Where was
this corporate mindset, this blatantly profit-seeking attitude during the purchase of the
Renewable Energy Credits and other noble decisions on the part of Whole Foods Market?

In actuality, Renewable Energy Credits represent a certain form of investment. If
after mandatory regulations were put into place, RECs went up in value, Whole Foods
could then sell them for a profit. The purchase could thus be explained purely from the
standpoint of investment strategy (buying low and selling high is one of the primary
principles of investment), but as it is becoming clear from company literature, Whole
Foods is driven by some surprisingly selfless factors outside of its profit imperative. For
one thing, altruism has led Whole Foods to commit a minimum of 5% of its annual
profits to community non-profit organizations—a philanthropic gesture that indicates the
company’s willingness to acknowledge that the free market fails to some extent by
undervaluing non-profit work.

Additionally, Mackey makes it clear that profit is not the final goal of business.
He explains this in the following:
My thesis about business having important purposes besides maximizing
profits should not be mistaken for hostility toward profit… Profits are one
of the most important goals of any successful business and the investors
are one of the most important constituencies of the business.
Paradoxically, the best way to maximize profits over the long-term is to
not make them the primary goal of the business. 140
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Here, we can see explicitly how Mackey’s approach to business echoes Hawken’s
philosophy to the utmost. (Hawken: “The ultimate purpose of business is not, or should
not be, simply to make money. Nor is it merely a system of making and selling things.
The promise of business is to increase the general well-being of humankind through a
service, a creative invention and ethical philosophy. Making money is, on its own terms,
totally meaningless, an insufficient pursuit for the complex and decaying world we live
in.” 141 ) In cases where profit and environmental protection overlap, Mackey and Whole
Foods seem committed to doing the right thing.

Through Mackey’s business experience, he has discovered that long-term
profitability is best achieved by embracing “a deeper business purpose, great products,
customer satisfaction, employee happiness, excellent suppliers,” and community and
environmental responsibility. 142 Thus, it is unlikely that the REC decision (and any other
green initiative that Whole Foods takes) is reflective only of a desire to make money.
Since the grocery wholesale and retail food industries consistently have low profit rates
(Hallberg, 2001), Whole Foods and others of its kind are able to maintain a close
connection to their original founding reason—to provide a needed service to their
communities in a sustainable fashion without getting carried away by big figures with
dollar signs behind them. 143 This is, at heart, what natural capitalism is all about.

Or is it all just an act? As pointed out by Schendler in Getting Green Done,
sometimes companies within the sustainable-business movement possess an endemic lack
of willingness to admit failure (or even imperfection), a flaw that keeps the whole
industry from learning from its mistakes. People can get so caught up in the cheery
philosophy of double green (green dollars and green environment) that they ignore the
real-world challenges—the difficulty of actually making change. 144

B. Greenwashing
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“Green programs cannot be a perfume to cover the smell of dirty corporate laundry. If
used that way, they’ll backfire, because they invite greater scrutiny from the public, the
media, and environmentalists.” 145
“Food industries have generally laid low on climate issues in the USA. As public
awareness grows, some have engaged in well-publicized efforts such as purchasing
carbon credits, fashioning themselves as partners in reducing greenhouse-gases rather
than opponents.” 146
Though Whole Foods is by no means an opponent of greenhouse-gas mitigation,
its purchase of Renewable Energy Credits could be explained through the frameworks of
greenwashing and liberation marketing. There is a gaping difference between the praisefilled literature that Whole Foods puts out through its media outlets and the unforgiving
perspectives of its critics, most notable among whom is Michael Pollan, author of The
Omnivore’s Dilemma. While Whole Foods touts its commitment to “sustainable
agriculture,” “wise environmental practices,” and “integrity in all business dealings,”
many remain unconvinced about the true legitimacy of its claims. These limitations are
coupled with a concern that “corporate organic” is not really all that different from
conventional agriculture.

Coined by NY environmentalist Jay Westerveld, the term “greenwashing” refers
to “the cynical use of environmental themes to whitewash corporate misbehavior.” 147
Carbon offsetting in particular is targeted as a method of greenwashing, especially if
conducted by companies that do nothing internally to minimize harmful environmental
impact. While Whole Foods has certainly pursued a great deal of initiatives that truly do
represent an ethic of care and respect for the environment, it is possible that the media
attention and consumer support it garners from “green energy” claims are
disproportionate to the actual good it is doing for the climate. According to Green
Marketing expert Janet Bridges, “Even when corporations voluntarily strengthen their
record on the environment, they often use multi-million dollar advertising campaigns to
145
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exaggerate these minor improvements as major achievements.”

148

I will examine the

ramifications of the REC purchase in more detail in Chapter 3B, but for now I will turn to
another example within the Whole Foods model that has been perceived as an unfair
manipulation of green marketing.

In his first “Letter to Whole Foods,” Michael Pollan argues that the company
does not buy as much local, seasonal food as it purports to do through its store signage.
He points out that Whole Foods claims to buy top quality products with the best
environmental practices, yet continues to purchase grass-fed beef from New Zealand
rather than lending support to grass-fed operations in the U.S.. He demands that Whole
Foods raise the bar again, arguing that “as competitors like Wal-Mart and Safeway move
into selling industrial organic food, Whole Foods can distinguish itself by moving to the
next stage, doing things they can't possibly do… All Wal-Mart knows is how to source
industrial organic food from China.” 149 Pollan’s concern centered on the company’s
new regional distribution system that had replaced its former modus operandi of
“backdoor sales,” a program that had allowed small local farmers to sell directly to
individual Whole Foods stores. The regional distribution model adopted in the past few
decades had shut these farmers out. 150

In response to the letter, John Mackey sent Pollan an update on the company’s
advances. Apparently, Whole Foods had risen to the challenge by adjusting its purchasing
practices to be more friendly to small local farms, even extending an offer to Joel
Salatin—a small farmer critical of big farms and stores featured in Pollan’s culturally
iconic and seminal book Omnivore’s Dilemma. It certainly appeared that Whole Foods
was addressing Pollan’s critiques, as it had recently stepped up local food offerings,
promising when it opened a new store in New York City’s Union Square in 2005 to buy
up to 20 percent of its produce in the tri-state area.” 151 In the months after Pollan’s book
came out, Whole Foods responded in 2006 with a series of initiatives that encouraged
148
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local trade—all stores were required to buy from at least four local farmers and the
company began giving low-interest loans to local farms. 152

Pollan applauded this, telling Mackey that small farmers around the country were
sensing “a new tone of welcome from your buyers,” and that people in the American
grass-fed beef community felt that “Whole Food has made a concerted effort to reach out
and support the important work they're trying to do.” 153 Here it is impossible not to
acknowledge Whole Foods’ responsiveness to its critics, which demonstrates a mature
level of care about the issues and a willingness to acknowledge flaws in its business
practices. But this example prompts the question “what else is Whole Foods pretending to
be doing/valuing because nobody has called them out on it yet?” If the corporate
decision-makers really care about renewable energy, why wouldn’t Whole Foods directly
fund wind farms, or spend the REC’s money on lobbying for structural change in the
energy sector? Are there better ways to protect the climate, like directly funding wind
farms, or spending that money on lobbying, or developing ways to generate clean power
using methane, a highly potent greenhouse gas that is currently vented from coal mines?
In Chapter 3B, we will find out.

C. Liberation Marketing
“Wall Street isn’t going to corrupt Whole Foods Market. We’re going to purify Wall
Street.” 154 - John Mackey
“When we said organic, we meant local. We meant healthful. We meant being true to the
ecologies of the regions. We meant mutually respectful growers and eaters. We meant
social justice and equality.” 155 – Critics of “Industrial Organic”
Liberation marketing refers to the usurpation of previously “fringe” or radical
viewpoints, values, and symbols by parties that are part of the dominant societal
structure against which the reactionary discourse was originally formed. Pollan explains
that one of the triumphs of recent free-market capitalist thought has been “to redefine the
152
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public interest as simply whatever the public is interested in buying.” 156 Current
environmental problems stem largely from consumerism in industrial countries, and
differs from necessary consumption in that it represents an ideology that society should
maximize and pursue consumption without limit. 157 In the case of corporations that
allow for “responsible” and “political” consumption (couched in phrases like “voting
with your dollars”), the market works not only to redefine dissent, but to occupy the
niche that dissident voices used to occupy in the American cultural spectrum. If “The
Body Shop owns compassion, Nike spirituality, Pepsi and MTV youthful rebellion,” 158
then does Whole Foods own environmentalism? Space for dissident voices in the
conversation around food used to be occupied by small organic farmers. Could this
space now be controlled by Whole Foods executives, shoppers and employees?

Whole Foods has been criticized in several other arenas for making purely profitbased decisions that were harmful to its employees and disloyal to its values. For
example, in a recent article about the anti-union positions of Starbucks and Whole
Foods, Josh Harkinson argues the following:
Unlike Costco, where 20 percent of workers are represented by Teamsters,
Whole Foods and Starbucks haven’t been organized by traditional unions.
And yet their culture are stepped in the language and norms of the labor
movement. Starbucks calls its workers ‘partners’ and Whole Foods dubs
them ‘team members.’… 159
Additionally, Whole Foods has reportedly “resorted to tough union-busing
tactics—often breaking the law along the way.” According to the NLRB, ffter a group of
truck drivers working for the San Francisco Whole Foods distribution center decided to
unionize, the company fired them and proceeded to change its sick-leave policy, “harass
and discipline” its employees, and refuse to provide information to the union for contract
negotiation. In the recent financial crisis, Whole Foods has continued to build new stores
even as an existing stores are freezing hiring and cutting back employee hours. According
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to an employee of a San Francisco store that is being downsized, “If they can cut costs at
our level and then open up a new store, that’s what shareholders want.” 160

Though these findings are worrisome and reminiscent of liberation marketing,
Whole Foods management allows staff to vote on company-wide initiatives and offers an
average of $30,000 a year plus health insurance for shop-floor staff (well above the U.S.
average). No “team member,” not even Mackey, earns more than 14 times the salary of
the lowest-paid worker.

161

Whole Foods routinely makes it onto Fortune Magazine’s

“Best Companies to Work for.” 162 Along with these facts, Mackey claims to look out for
his staff, thus taking some legitimacy out of the liberation marketing viewpoint on Whole
Foods’ practices.

With respect to the REC’s purchase, it is possible that liberation marketing and
greenwashing are at play. As long as its customers remain convinced that the store they
shop at is “100%” responsible for its electricity use, Whole Foods can do whatever it
wants with regards to emissions. Through advertising and image management, Whole
Foods may be reducing citizens who care about the environment to one-dimensional
economic actors with money as their only tool for exercising political power. Liberation
marketing and greenwashing produce apathy and complacency while the real efforts
toward combating climate change and other social emergencies fall to the wayside. As
Auden Schendler suggests, REC’s may merely be “the indulgences we buy to escape the
twenty-first-century environmental inquisition.” 163

Whole Foods is doing great things that are hard to do in a fossil-fuel culture. It
has certainly reformed several aspects of the food industry. Revolutionary? Maybe. But it
cannot be denied that first and foremost, Whole Foods answers to its bottom line. The
employee who joked that Mackey is not a manager but an anarchist is misunderstanding
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one of the inherent values of anarchism—its extreme dislike of institutionalized
capitalism.

D. Scale: Big is Bad (In the Organic Food Movement)
“America has a romance with small businesses. And it has mistrust of large businesses.
Whole Foods is out to prove that wrong. I don’t see any inherent reason why
corporations cannot be just as caring and responsible as small businesses.” 164
–John Mackey
Scale is a frequently acknowledged and crucial issue within both environmentalist
and business debates. Pollan argues that scale is the most vital question that confronts us,
both economically and socially, and insists that if Whole Foods can continue its
commitment to supporting local agriculture while still turning a profit, it will have
successfully “disproved the widespread assumption that big corporations can only deal
profitably with other big corporations, and in the process can't help but crush small and
local producers and economies.” 165 The Whole Foods case study is particularly revealing
to examine against critiques of scale, in part because there is a well-documented history
of the American organic and natural foods movement. From its inception to its current
state, organic philosophy can help us to analyze what has been lost, gained, and
maintained in Whole Foods’ transition from a small, one room store to a huge
multinational corporation. Though “alternative” farming started out with idealistic goals,
it was quickly co-opted by corporations and the profit motive to ensure a reformed, rather
than revolutionized, food system. This outcome, for better or for worse, has left the small
idealistic organic farms competing against their large, corporate, and profit-grubbing
counterparts.

i. Pro-Big
With respect to environmental stewardship and remediation, there are several
undeniable benefits to operating a large-scale corporation. With economies of scale,
wider accessibility and affordability in target markets is possible and the costs of
producing wholesome food is cheaper. Additionally, large-scale operations like Whole
164
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Foods have significant influence on the products and product quality supplied by farmers
and distributors. On its corporate website, Whole Foods declares “support for organic
farmers, growers and the environment through our commitment to sustainable agriculture
and by expanding the market for organic products,” indicating that it takes pride in its
mammoth influence on the availability of organic foods in the market. 166 Other benefits
used to defend large corporations include the promise of job creation, long term stability,
and the ability to hire specialized workers and consultants for green initiatives. Much to
environmentalists’ surprise, a recent survey found that public corporations pursue green
initiatives while smaller companies “lag.” 167

Whole Foods is not alone in stocking produce from large industrial organic farms
like Cal-Organic and Earthbound Farms. 168 Michael Pollan himself concedes that “Today
the most important scale issue is not that "big is bad" but, since big is here to stay, exactly
how can such entities can engage with small and local ones?” 169 But even in recognizing
the benefits of size, the drawbacks to running a corporate chain while trying to maintain
“integrity in all business dealings,” and supporting local and sustainable agriculture, are
real. The critiques of mass production are undeniably important for understanding the
REC deal in the context of large scale food operations. A large part of the need to look
elsewhere for renewable energy may stem from the fact that Whole Foods itself does not
own enough land to generate the amount of wind that it takes to power its energyintensive processes. Most legitimate third party assessments find that, for Whole Foods,
corporate size and its associated economies of scale translate somewhat to lost integrity
and environmental values (practice and ethics). Though Mackey and his team have some
defenses worthy of consideration in favor of market influence and mainstream
persuasion, the evidence for the benefits of small organic undeniably convincing.

ii. Anti-Big
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“For those faithful to the idea of organic as it emerged in the 1960s—a way of life that
rejected conventional food systems, industrial farms, agrichemicals, even militarization—
shopping at Whole Foods posed a unique dilemma.” 170
According to Milton Hallberg’s study of “Economic Trends in U.S. Agriculture
and Food Systems since World War II,” the logic behind economies of scale progresses
as follows:
Food-processing, wholesaling, and retailing firms are becoming larger at
the expense of small local firms that are no longer able to compete. These
larger firms do not depend solely on any one production area for raw
materials. Rather, they obtain their supplies anywhere they can get the
volume and quality necessary to support a nationwide or regionwide
marketing program… For a production activity to be viable in a particular
area, it must be undertaken on a large enough scale that processing
capacity (as well as other support services) can be provided at an
economically justifiable scale. It must also be undertaken on a large
enough scale that processors will find it economical to buy from local
producers.” 171
This concentration of market power is a major concern for environmentalists and
social justice advocates. With ready-access to markets reduced by large companies,
small-scale producers for local markets are at a serious competitive disadvantage. It was
recently discovered that half of all organic sales in California come from the 27 largest
farms (2% of the total number of farms), eight top food corporations own the 38 biggest
Organic businesses, and tons of huge corporations (Coke, Dole, General Mills, Heinz,
Kellogg, Sara Lee) have all formed “partnerships” with organic companies or developed
their own organic lines. 172 Paul Hawken, the organic food entrepreneur and author of
Natural Capitalism, has complained that “massive scale and centralization of power and
capital is the antithesis of what we had in mind when we started the natural and organic
food business in the U.S.” 173 In the organic ideal, farms and stores were to be small and
family-run in order to set and maintain standards for environmental responsibility, ethical
treatment of animals, and human health. Pollan points out that supermarket chains,
particularly Whole Foods, have done well by expanding the market for organic produce
but have done so at the expense of local food producers and distributors.
170
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Though Whole Foods can be credited for its introduction of organic products to
mainstream American culture, the economies of scale it has adopted to do so may
sometimes seem “incompatible with the values of the counterculture that had originally
supported organics.” 174 As Samuel Fromartz explains in Organic, Inc., some organic
farms have done “whatever they could to increase sales, drive down prices, and compete
with conventional farmers in mainstream markets. This means growing organic food on a
large scale, shipping it nationally, and making sure prices are competitive so people will
buy it at the supermarket.” He explains that while this approach certainly brought
organics to the mainstream, it shocked many people loyal to the organic market because
it appeared to be so much at odds with small-farm ideals.

In his book Fromartz refers to Earthbound farms as an example of this new
corporate organic market approach (which “20 years earlier would have seemed an
oxymoron”) and describes the heated debates it inspired in California. 175 Across the
nation, critics complained that “When we said organic, we meant local. We meant
healthful. We meant being true to the ecologies of the regions. We meant mutually
respectful growers and eaters. We meant social justice and equality.”

176

Eventually,

Whole Foods began to be referred to as “corporate organic.”

The purported mistrust of big corporations does not hold for all of America— the
popularity of Wal-Mart is a prime example, and especially relevant now that Wal-Mart
has taken on sustainability measures, including a growing offering of organic foods. But
the judgments of large-scale organics are not solely about image. Whole Foods’ critics
who take issue with its reliance on industrial explain that it has “less to do with the
romance of a small farm than with environmental sustainability.” Their concern is that
Whole Foods’ practice of stocking its stores all over the country with produce from a few
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large industrial farms defeats the purpose of organic farming which is supposed to benefit
the environment by reducing the dependence on fossil fuels. 177

Adding in recent concerns over climate change, it began to seem even more
dissonant that Whole Foods was attempting to protect the environment and communities,
while still importing food from far away and in huge quantities that necessitated
industrial farming techniques. Between transportation, industrial-organic supply sources,
and in-store electricity usage, it’s no wonder that Whole Foods had to resort to buying
offsets.

E. Environmental Justice
While the typical social justice critiques of the global carbon offsetting
phenomenon may not apply directly to the Whole Foods REC purchase (since the
renewable energy projects are based in the United States and thus do not impinge on
rights of indigenous peoples), there are several issues that come up around Whole Foods
that are relevant to environmental justice. In evaluating levels of access, participation,
and labor across income and class levels, it becomes clear that Whole Foods falls down
somewhat on its commitment to “caring about communities,” at least within the United
States. Though it donates 5% of its annual profits to non-profit organizations,
demonstrating a philanthropic level of concern for equality, Whole Foods inevitably
perpetuates the systematically unequal distribution of grocery stores throughout
neighborhoods of different classes. While food should be a basic human right, shopping
at Whole Foods remains a privilege.

i. Gentrification and Exclusion:
Though as a corporation it has accomplished great things in the way of social
responsibility, Whole Foods is seen in some circles as hypocritical to its liberal image.
For one thing, the corporatized organic food movement as it exists today is frequently
pegged as being elitist and white. Affordability is a huge concern for low-income
communities and families while the eco-bag toting, whole-wheat bread vegetarian is an
177
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image reserved mostly for white educated Americans. Gentrification is a possible
explanation for this perception. Even lower-priced grocery stores have historically fled
low-income and minority neighborhoods—a pricier version like Whole Foods is nowhere
to be seen in any of the most impoverished cities or towns in America. 178

Secondly, though it cannot be held responsible for food justice necessarily
because it is a corporation that answers to shareholders (who would never accept entrance
into low-income neighborhoods where there would be a mismatch in income and prices),
Whole Foods is in fact perpetuating a pattern of inequality in the provision of healthy
food across race and class lines. Though it provides healthy food to certain people and
communities who are willing and able to pay for its products, Whole Foods fails to
provide it to the communities that could benefit most from access to healthy food.

ii. Labor injustice:
What’s more, Whole Foods relies upon a different demographic for the supply of
its foods than it does for demand. Labor is crucial to produce farming—organic or
conventional—which is why migrant workers are hired throughout the industry. 179 But
despite their importance in Whole Foods’ supply chain, migrant workers rarely can afford
or access Whole Foods products. According to the Organic Consumers Association,
“Migrant and seasonal farm workers represent some of the most economically
disadvantaged people in the United States,” and comprise the second lowest paid job
force in the country. Citing recent findings of the National Agriculture Workers Survey
(NAWS), the OCA lists that close to 75% of American farm workers earn under $10,000
per year while three out of five farm worker families live under the poverty line. 180
What’s more, “Many farm workers are undocumented and particularly vulnerable to
exploitation in the workplace.” 181
178
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Although there are ways for farms to pay their migrant workers fair wages, Whole
Foods has no control over the labor practices of the farms from which it sources its
organic products. Environmental injustice is definitely at play in the pattern that poor
folks of color, immigrants produce the high quality food for rich folks, yet don’t get to eat
the fruits of their labor because they can’t afford it and don’t have access to it in their
communities. Similar to concerns over carbon offsetting that there is a gap between
where the environmental responsibility is happening and who gets to benefit from it,
Whole Foods poses a problem of unequal power dynamics. Because the company
maintains dependence on the politically and economically powerless yet provides goods
and services to the politically and economically powerful, there is a clear divide between
those required to take responsibility and those who get to reap the benefits of the labor.

Although the people producing the food in the fields are perhaps being protected
from pesticides (though probably are not in the big picture, because they are “migrant”
and probably work on a number of conventional farms as well that use pesticides), they
are rarely able to afford pesticide-free food. Additionally, Whole Foods almost never
locates in rural or low-income communities. So if there is no affordable farmer’s market
available, these folks are systematically out of luck.

iii. Food Prices
“As a rule, organic food cost more to produce than conventional food, especially when it
was grown on small, family-run farms rather than industrial complexes… The prices at
Whole Foods had long reflected this difference, earning it the tongue-in-cheek name
‘Whole Paycheck.’” 182
There is validity to the perception that Whole Foods caters to the rich—its prices
are certainly higher than those for conventionally-grown food. According to one article,
“While most food giants are piling it high and selling it cheap, Whole Foods is focusing
on quality at high prices—and reaping the profits.” 183 Though it is affordable for some
families, the firm’s organic and local food are priced much higher than that of its rivals.
182
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One British journalist writes that “Mackey is doing for US supermarkets what Pret Á
Manger’s Julian Metcalfe did for British sandwich bars—mixing natural ingredients and
customer service in a way that appeals to consumers who want something better for
themselves and the environment and are willing to pay more to get it.” 184 This practice
has led Whole Foods to be dubbed derogatorily, “Whole Paycheck.”

Americans spend a small percentage of their expenditures on food compared to
other countries and to their own American predecessors. According to Milton Hallberg,
“The proportion of personal consumption expenditures spent on food has declined
continuously over the 1950-1998 period. American consumers spend an estimated 8 to 9
percent of their private consumption expenditure on food—the lowest of any country in
the world!” 185

Perhaps paying to reflect the environmental realities of our food-

production system and transport is not such a bad thing. In a 2006 interview, Mackey
revealed that he views the high cost of natural food as a trade-off, insisting that “if
customers are unhappy with the prices, the services, or the selection of my business…
they are free to shop at another competitor. If our team members are unhappy with their
wages and benefits, or the working conditions, they are free to seek a job with a different
firm that provides more of what they seek.” 186

But just this year regulators from the FTC were attempting to block Whole Foods
from acquiring Wild Oats stores on antitrust grounds, arguing that it would mean higher
prices for organic and natural food.” 187 While the chain’s reputation for expensive
produce may in part be justified by the fact that offering food created to organic standards
necessitates higher prices in order to cover higher production costs, it seems strange that
Mackey would claim his support for consumer choice while simultaneously pushing
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through mergers that essentially limit competition that can drive down prices and make
organic food more affordable.

In some ways, higher prices are good because they reflect the “true cost” of food
production, but in others they are problematic because they serve to stratify access to
healthy foods according to social classes. Clearly it is not a simple matter of choosing
between healthy products from Whole Foods and a cheaper, less healthy alternative.
Forcing, or even allowing, this dichotomy is to accept the unequal conditions within our
society that dictate who has access to healthy food and who does not. The problem is
when folks scrounging to save money choose to buy unhealthy vs. healthy food
systematically because of their race or class. Really Whole Foods is offering a better
choice only to those who can afford it.

iv. Defense of Whole Foods’ Commitment to Communities
Though the critiques of Whole Foods’ community ethic are valid, it should not be
made out as a typical “evil corporation,” hell-bend on exploiting the weak and serving of
the powerful. Several recent initiatives show that Whole Foods executives do actually
care about the state of the world and the people living in it. The company website asserts
that “Our stores are not cookie cutter big box-type stores with directives from ‘corporate’
about how to run the business. Each of our stores has a lot of latitude in deciding the best
way to operate that individual store to meet the needs of the local community.” 188 In fact,
Whole Foods offers several community-giving programs at the local, national, and
international level for its customers to support while they shop. Firstly, each store donates
leftover and extra food to local food banks and shelters, and offers a few annual
promotions called “5% Days” where five percent of that day’s net revenue are donated to
a community nonprofit organization. These initiatives show at the very least a symbolic
level of concern for community vitality outside of the store’s privileged customers.
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Secondly, Whole Foods takes into account its customers’ financial situations
under difficult circumstances. The recent economic downturn has led the company to
offer a new PR campaign in which employees teach customers how to save money while
shopping at Whole Foods. The stores and website offer a brochure that gives coupons,
promotion updates, budget recipes, and tips for making the most out of basic products.
The brochure also encourages customers to engage in money-saving environmental
practices such as washing clothes in cold water, reusing shopping bags, and using cloth
kitchen towels instead of paper. 189 Though the campaign may be more intended to avoid
losing business than to accommodate the needs of more price-elastic customers, it is
undeniably redolent of a community ethic of care.

Thirdly, Whole Foods has created a philanthropic offshoot called the “Whole
Planet Foundation,” which aims to “create economic partnerships with the poor in
developing-world communities that supply our stores with products.” 190 In conjunction
with the world-renowned Grameen Bank and its founder Muhammad Yunus, Whole
Foods provides micro-credit loans for community projects and nonprofit organizations
around the world—especially for rural and women groups aiming to develop organic and
environmentally-friendly methods of food production. According to the corporate
website, the Whole Planet Foundation “fights poverty through micro-lending in rural
communities around the world, providing a good deal of the funding for the loans and
underwriting the administrative costs so every dollar donated goes directly to those who
need it most.” Referring to the coffee, tea, nuts, fruits, and species that Whole Foods
sources from developing countries, John Mackey explains that “As we’ve done business
around the world, we have increasingly felt the responsibility to help those communities
where we’re trading… we have a responsibility to all of our stakeholder groups, and the
global community is included in those groups” 191
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F. Transparency
At first glance, Whole Foods does not seem to come through on its claim to
transparency as a core value, as the missing explanation for its REC purchase was in part
what led me to this exploration in the first place. Though the purchase itself is mentioned
numerous times on the corporate website and in press interviews, the logic behind it and
the crucial information needed to understand such an “unprecedented” endeavor remains
unavailable to the general public. The Clean-Air Cool Planet report on carbon neutrality
gave Whole Foods a ranking of “vague” in the area of transparency (“ready availability to
stakeholders and the public of clear information on a company’s energy use, footprint,
and other emissions-related information”) surrounding carbon-emissions reduction
strategy. 192 According to the report, “the Whole Foods website does not disclose its total
emissions, and provides no breakdown of the emissions that fall within its boundary. The
company purchases renewable energy credits to offset its emissions, but the total quantity
of credits purchased—and the specific projects used—is not revealed.”
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While the

complexities of the voluntary REC and offset markets necessitate clear communication
between consumer and company, thus far it is impossible to determine anything about the
REC’s beyond the mere facade of an economic transaction from Whole Foods
publications.

However, Whole Foods is by no means a company that conducts its business
behind closed doors. Just a few days ago, in honor of Earth Day, Whole Foods conducted
a liveblog conversation open to the public to address things customers, businesses, and
municipalities can do to reduce their environmental impact. Kathy Loftus (Whole Foods
Market Global Leader of Sustainable Engineering, Maintenance and Energy) and my
uncle Lee Kane (North Atlantic regional Eco-Czar-green mission specialist) were also
present on the chat to field questions about Whole Foods’ environmental initiatives. This
type of blog interaction reflects Whole Foods’ willingness to interface with its customers
and critics. I give much-deserved credit to Whole Foods for transparency via willingness
to speak with concerned citizens, especially as I was recently granted an insider interview
192
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with the man responsible for pushing through the “landmark” REC’s purchase. The next
part of this chapter will reexamine the purchase and provide inside information from a
Whole Foods executive responsible for pushing through the offset decision.

V. Conclusion
“There are spiritual dangers in now owning a farm. One is the danger of supposing that
breakfast comes from the grocery.” 194
Aldo Leopold
We are Whole Foods, not holy foods. 195
John Mackey
Whole Foods is addressing a large part of its emissions through the REC
purchase. But given the company’s areas of weakness, it is possible that offsetting is an
inadequate way to address the challenges facing the food industry and the environment as
a whole. The way America produces food is inefficient, wasteful, energy intensive, fossilfuel dependent, and a huge contributor to greenhouse gases. These problems are paired
with a wealth of other environmental problems like deteriorating water and soil quality,
erosion, diminishing open space, and the prevalence of poisonous chemicals that threaten
human health. Though Whole Foods does its best to address several of these concerns,
the corporate model also reflects assumptions and gaps that are entrenched in reductionist
thinking. In this way, it faces the same critiques as those directed at the voluntary carbon
offset market. Perhaps Whole Foods isn’t looking at the “Whole Picture” or addressing
the root problem—that we need to eat locally, strive for equality, and remember that
small is beautiful.

END OF CHAPTER 3A.
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FIGURES
Figure 1
Whole Foods Values and Mission. 196
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Chapter 3B: Interview
Renewable Energy Credit Debate
Re-examining Whole Foods’ REC Purchase
“If you can green yourself with fifteen dollars a month, then this ain’t the revolution.”
– Randy Udall

I. Introduction
In conducting research on the voluntary carbon market, “one cannot help but
bump into the market for REC’s.” 198 As articulated by Auden Schendler “corporate
reputations have been burnished, if not remade, by large REC purchases, which are
lauded by environmental groups, business peers, and government alike.” 199 In the past
four or five years, corporate purchases of renewable energy have become something of an
arms race. First, Whole Foods purchased REC’s for 100% of its electricity use—the
biggest buy of renewable energy in corporate history. It was soon surpassed by a wave of
other “green businesses”: Vail Resorts, Wells Fargo, Johnson & Johnson, Pepsi, Intel,
and even the U.S. Air Force. 200 Just this month, Whole Foods extended its commitment
to purchasing offsets from renewable energy projects, “bringing its four-year total
purchase to 2 million megawatt-hours of renewable energy credits from wind farms.” 201
As Auden Schendler quips, “In the case of corporate green power purchases, anytime
there’s a feeding frenzy, you have to ask: what’s so tasty?” 202
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While Renewable Energy Credits differ subtly from traditional carbon offsets, 203
their implications for the ethics and stated environmental mission of Whole Foods Market
are essentially subject to the same critiques. Concerns about additionality, redirected will
for environmental protection, and commoditizing the atmosphere play a large role in the
debate over corporate purchases of REC’s, and can help us to frame the Whole Foods
deal within the larger context of market approaches to climate change mitigation. In order
to glean information on the logic and process behind the recent REC purchase, I sought
out and conducted an interview with a company executive whose information and
insights are provided toward the end of this chapter.

To analyze Whole Foods’ decision to purchase Renewable Energy Credits
(henceforth, “REC’s”) through the lenses provided by the green business and carbon
offsetting debates, we must first understand what REC’s are and how they differ (both
ethically and practically) from traditional carbon offsets. Renewable Energy Credits (or
Renewable Energy Certificates) are a particularly interesting type of carbon commodity
that are extremely relevant to my case study of Whole Foods. A REC is “a certificate that
represents the environmental attributes of 1 MWh of electricity from a renewable energy
source. REC’s can be used to satisfy regulatory mandates or to supply voluntary green
energy markets.” 204 As pointed out by Auden Schendler, “If you want to buy ‘green
power’… you can’t plug in directly to, say, a wind farm, because the infrastructure for
such a connection doesn’t exist. Nor do the logistics.” 205 Instead, renewable purchases
typically come in the form of renewable energy credits that represent the environmental
attributes of one megawatt-hour of renewable energy. To put this figure in perspective,
one can consider that 1 MWh is roughly the amount of electricity it takes to run an
average American home for one month.
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Unlike traditional offsets, REC’s address additional externalities of fossil-fuel
dependence beyond climate change. “An REC represents clean electricity, whereas an
offset represents a certain amount of actual carbon dioxide kept out of the
atmosphere.” 206 Their immediate purpose is not to represent reduced greenhouse gas
emissions but rather to put more renewable energy into the market. As explained by
expert Mark Trexler, “With REC’s, the commodity is a physical and measurable unit
(electricity) and the environmental attributes come along for the ride.” 207 This is because
the environmental attributes of the electricity produced from renewable fuels are sold
separately from the electricity itself, which is added to the grid where it blends with
electricity from regular generators. 208 One REC may be issued for each unit of renewable
electricity produced. REC’s can be converted to carbon offsets by finding the amount of
CO2 emitted by local fossil-fuel-burning power plants per kWh. For example, when the
REC provider Native Energy builds a wind turbine, it would gather emissions data for
local power plant emissions and find out how much CO2 local power plants generate for
each kWh of energy they produce. It then converts emissions to pounds of CO2 reduced
per kWh over a 25-year period. 209

While traditional carbon offsets represent the purchase of a commodity that
equates to a reduction in greenhouse gases, money spent on Renewable Energy credits
amount to subsidies of a public good—the supply of renewable energy. The distinction,
though, is subtle and according to Mark Trexler, “As long as the two commodities are
kept separate they can peacefully coexist, some buyers purchasing REC’s to promote
renewable energy, other buyers purchasing carbon offsets to reduce their global warming
footprint.” 210

Compliance markets for Renewable Energy Credits are worth more than $100
million annually. A study conducted at the beginning of 2005 estimated that the total
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value of the compliance market could reach $608 million by 2010. 211 The voluntary
market for REC’s, like the carbon offset market, is more fragmented than the compliance
market with more businesses offering a wide array of projects and products. Prices for
REC’s in the voluntary market are generally lower than for the compliance market and
fluctuate more drastically according to each provider and project type, but according to
offset expert Walker Wright, “Either way, buyers in the US increasingly are looking to
both the REC and carbon markets to advance action on the intertwined issues of energy
policy and climate change.” 212 Indeed, argued by Auden Schendler, REC’s are being
eaten up as a cost-effective way to address corporate neutrality and fossil-fuel reliance.

II. The Debate
A. The Case for REC’s
As currently around 80% of the world’s consumed electricity is derived from
fossil fuels, some argue that REC’s diversify corporate, regional, and national energy
portfolios by subsidizing alternative energies. Subsidizing renewable energy is crucial
because producing electricity from fossil fuels is artificially cheap and extremely
polluting—particularly for climate and air quality. Unlike traditional offsets, RECs
address externalities of fossil-fuel dependence beyond climate change. According to the
Bonneville Environmental Foundation, “replacing an objective, independently verifiable
record of the value of renewable generation… provides a far more sound basis for
quantifying and commodifying carbon offsets than any subjective evaluation of
‘additionality.” 213 REC proponents argue that producing megawatt-hours of renewable
energy directly displaces the use of fossil fuels that would otherwise be used to generate
that same energy.

Other arguments for the use of REC’s cite their flexibility, which “allows the
consumer to support renewable energy development through certificate purchase
regardless of access to green power products through retail power providers and without
211
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having to switch to an alternative electricity provider.” 214 Though companies like Whole
Foods are far from making the drastic decision to switch power providers, they may still
be inclined to support renewable energy production more indirectly through the purchase
of green power certificates. Revenue from REC’s is then distributed to the utility
producing the green power, providing financial support to renewable power generators in
the form of a production subsidy. 215 But this seemingly sensible transfer of funds is not
always as flawless and beneficial as it seems. We will now examine the critiques and
concerns regarding REC’s in the voluntary offset market.

B. The Case Against REC’s
“A closer look at the REC business reveals an unfortunate truth about our nascent efforts
to solve climate change—we’re charmed by the quick and easy answers, and not so much
by the real and effective (but difficult) solutions.” 216 –Auden Schendler
The critiques of REC’s are similar to those directed at traditional offsets, only
even those within the offset business have turned their backs on the offset’s cousin.
According to Mark Trexler, managing director of Global Consulting Services at
EcoSecurities and one of the world’s leading experts on REC’s and offsets, “it is quite
possible that we are buying and selling large quantities of REC’s without materially
affecting whether more renewable energy facilities are built.” 217 He explains that in
today’s market, the question of whether a new wind farm gets built” is usually a function
of natural gas prices, falling technology prices, and federal tax incentives, rather than
being a function of REC sales. 218 Some REC vendors are indeed trying to make money
off of corporate ignorance and desire to appear green.

As long as REC’s are sold under a forward-pricing model (where the REC’s are
sold before a wind farm is built in order to directly provide financing for the creation of
wind infrastructure), the wind farm is directly made possible by the REC sales and
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therefore meritorious. 219 But according to Auden Schendler, that’s not always the case.
He explains that “In some instances, REC’s are being bought in arrears: the wind power
has already been generated. In those cases, the REC sales are a boon to the producer but
they didn’t make the project happen.” 220 This poses the question of additionality that
came up in the debate over traditional carbon offsetting, and indicates a worrisome lack
of clarity for those claiming to be making renewable energy possible.

Some argue that REC’s simply will not be effective as an artificial market
mechanism. According to Auden Schendler, “ A REC doesn’t represent a diversified fuel
source at all, nor does it reduce a business’ dependence on fossil fuels. Actual power still
comes from where it always did, and fluctuates with the price of fuel.”
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theorizes that there is only corporate demand for cheap REC’s, predicting that as the
price is driven up by increasing demand for renewable energy credits under future
compliance markets, “the price will go up to a point where their value drives new wind
development, but at that threshold, the large-scale buyers go away.” 222

If this is the case, then REC’s serve only as a cheap tool for green marketing.
Mark Trexler adds to this concern, claiming that when REC’s are sold separately from
the environmental attributes of the renewable energy they help to fund, then it is unclear
“what you’re really buying through a REC if its environmental attributes have been
stripped out.” 223 Though “good” REC’s can often be differentiated from “bad” REC’s by
their prices (good REC’s tend to be more expensive and actually allow new development
to take place), there currently exists no standard or uniform system of REC verification.

Concerns over commoditization of nature are also at play in the debate over
Renewable Energy Credits. If buying a REC gives you a property right to the
environmental attributes of renewable energy, then essentially the REC market is giving
humans the ability to lay claim to the atmosphere and environmental health. This
219
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anthropocentric relationship was explained in Chapter 2, where Martin O’Connor argues
that “In the rhetoric of ‘greened growth’… people are shot-gunned or seduced into
conceiving of themselves as proprietors of themselves and their habitats as capital which
they may choose either to conserve or to proffer in the marketplace.”224 While this may
not necessarily be a bad thing, given that for so long environmental externalities were left
off from economic cost-benefit analyses, it certainly has implications for environmental
ethics and the perceived relationship between humans and the living ecosystems on
which they depend.

C. Questions I had going into the Whole Foods Interview:
1) REC’s that are necessary for renewable energy investment and development are
referred to as “forward REC’s” and in the opinion of Auden Schendler, “the only kind of
REC that matters.” 225 Were the Whole Foods REC’s purchased in a forward fashion? Are
they good REC’s or bad REC’s?
2) “A driving reason corporations are buying REC’s is that it is a very cheap way to make
a major brand positioning statement. Purchasing REC’s seems like a very productive use
of marketing dollars. Without getting involved in the difficulties of launching new energy
projects, a company can say: ‘We’re 100 percent wind-powered.’ And such a huge
statement always garners good press.” 226 Did the Whole Foods REC purchase garner
good press? Did it intend to?
3) As Auden Schendler argues in Getting Green Done, “the act of pursuing sustainable
business solutions is noble; to cover up the mistakes is criminal.” 227 Does the REC’s
purchase fall into the category of green-washing, or is it an innocent mistake?

III. Whole Foods’ “Landmark Purchase”: A closer look
“Central to Whole Foods Market’s core values is caring about our communities and
respecting the environment, and this includes adopting wise environmental practices.
Purchasing wind energy credits to offset 100 percent of Whole Foods Market’s electricity
is a natural extension of our mission, and it shows that we ‘walk our talk’ with dedication
to be a leader in environmental stewardship.” – Michael Besancon

A. Interview
In researching the Whole Foods purchase of REC’s, I was put in contact with
Kathy Loftus, the Whole Foods Market Global Leader of Sustainable Engineering,
224
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Maintenance and Energy. Kathy told me through an email that most Whole Foods
decisions “are based on grass roots, majority vote type processes, where someone may be
the voice for a large number of people (green mission leaders and specialists, for
example) and brings the concept to executive leadership… for ultimate decision.” 228 She
explained many people within Whole Foods Market want to do something significant to
reduce their individual footprint as well as the footprint of the company—their place of
work, and that at the time the 100% offset decision was made “REC pricing was
reasonable.” Though Whole Foods did not have anybody working in the energy
management function at the time of the decision, Kathy and my uncle were able to put
me in touch with Michael Besancon, the Senior Global Vice President of Purchasing,
Distribution and Marketing for the Whole Foods.

On March 10, 2009, I was able to conduct a phone interview with Besancon, who
“reports directly to Co-Presidents and Chief Operating Officers and is responsible for
leading the development and execution of strategies for procurement, distribution and
marketing of products...” 229 Besancon, an entrepreneur and environmental advocate,
chairs the Whole Foods Market National Green Mission Task Force which directs the
company to implement sustainable practices. He has been instrumental in promoting
sustainable agriculture, elimination of plastic grocery bags in stores worldwide, store
recycling and composting programs, and most recently the purchase of Renewable
Energy Credits.

B. Fossil Fuels
Through our conversation, I came to understand that the decision to purchase
REC’s came mainly through Besancon, my uncle, and a few other individuals who were
aided by the World Resource Institute. While the deal eventually paid off to stakeholders
in terms of image and public relations, Besancon’s original intention was to reduce the
company’s reliance on fossil fuels, which in turn would protect stakeholders from price
volatility and the finite nature of supply in the world market through direct investment in
228
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wind energy. Besancon showed a clear understanding of the environmental harms of
fossil fuels, explaining that “Electricity comes primarily from coal, unbelievably
destructive from its extraction to its use. Anything we can reduce we will.” It was a bit
surprising to hear that the “serendipitous” decision to purchase REC’s was not at all
driven by a goal of carbon neutrality, or even intended to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Rather, emissions-reductions were an ancillary benefit of offsetting fossil fuel
use.. The intent, as Besancon explained, “was to use a renewable resource, as our
operations at Whole Foods are very energy dense. We use a lot of energy, whether it’s
natural gas or whether it’s electricity.” Besancon saw putting wind on the grid crucial to
Whole Food’s long-term security in part because there is no current legal way to take
yourself off the grid and thus avoid volatility in that way. This was the next best thing.

C. Timing and Cost-Effectiveness
According to Besancon, timing and cost-effectiveness were the factors that sealed
the deal. Because of the low market price of REC’s at the time, purchasing REC’s was
the most attractive and cost-effective option. The cost of buying REC’s to offset the
entire electricity load of the company country-wide was lower than it would be to install
two solar arrays on any one store, and after rebate would be less than the cost of
retrofitting four or five stores at the time. From a “doing something with the stakeholder
money” standpoint, the REC purchase agreement was the cheapest thing to commit to.

The decision was driven internally by a handful of Whole Foods executives,
including Besancon, my uncle, and a World Resource Institute representative. According
to Besancon, Whole Foods put out a request for proposal (commonly referred to as an
RFP) as an invitation for suppliers to submit bids on the specific service of providing
reliable offsets for the company. The company that gained the deal was “aggressive and
willing to do something really pioneering.” Indeed it was, as what followed was the
largest purchase in corporate history to date, excluding one by the U.S. air force.
Besancon explains that the deal turned out to be “Much bigger than we thought… We
were just going ‘la la la’ down the road trying to do the right thing. They put together the
deal. At that point, we thought ‘We’re not going to do anything if we do it incrementally
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based on rebates. We gotta do it all at once.’” Besancon and his team then presented to
the Whole Foods board, which conducted a vote, and subsequently gave approval to go
through with the REC deal. Essentially, Whole Foods struck while the iron was hot.
According to Besancon, it was a competitive, strategic and valuable move because other
companies were simultaneously purchasing REC’s and because “It drove the installation
of new wind tremendously.”

D. Additionality
As pointed out in Chapter Two, one of the main concerns surrounding carbon
offsetting and related industries is that of additionality. When I asked Besancon how
Whole Foods has addressed this issue, he assured me that the REC’s went toward the
installation of “new wind,” and showed a good understanding of the arguments for the
need for additionality. Besancon argued that if REC’s are not additional, “It’s just like
trading stocks—once a stock is traded in the market, you just own the stock, you don’t
own the company. If I buy stocks from you, I’ve done nothing for the company in
increasing its capital position.” He continued on to say that “if you force additionality in
your purchase, you are increasing the delivery of wind.” When I asked for more
information on the wind projects themselves, Besancon could only tell me that some of
them are located in Colorado and that all were made possible by the Whole Foods
investment. Nevertheless, he explained, critics were unforgiving and immediately
accused Whole Foods of green-washing, claiming that Whole Foods was simply trying to
look good while not really putting in any effort.

Besancon referred to these critics as “tree-huggers,” as people mistrusting of
carbon offsets and desirous only of internal environmental measures. Moreover,
Besancon explained that because he’s “not a big offset guy” to begin with, he resents the
“tree-huggers” accusation of greenwashing, etc. Though he recognizes the problems with
certain types of offsets and the problematic attitudes that can accompany them, it seems
unreasonable to him for these people to be “opposed to REC’s period,” no matter the
thinking behind them. “They wanted a physical windmill on the store,” he explained,
“I’ve had a lot of experience in Central America with Earth University, and companies
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buying low quality offsets for monoculture tree plantations. This wasn’t that.” In fact,
traditional offsets never even came up in the conversation for Whole Foods. According to
Besancon, “We have not discussed the purchase of offsets. We have not looked at it.
We’re following a different tack there, one: reducing the number of miles, and also
reducing the draw, reduction being the biggest factor.” He explained that the best he can
do for stakeholders is to reduce costs—and that goal can be best achieved through
reducing resource use and relying on renewables for those packaging and energy needs
they cannot avoid.

Even if the REC’s were bought from a reliable source that uses forwardpurchasing, it should be better advertised and transparent from company publications for
those who are concerned about additionality and the genuine difference between these
REC’s and other types of offsets. Overall, the accusations of Whole Foods as a
greenwashing company are not well-founded, but are legitimate in the specific concern
that the REC purchase was an inexpensive way to look good.

E. The Profit Motive
Besancon admitted unhesitatingly that profit was undeniably a driving factor in
Whole Foods decision, explaining that “You have to be able to demonstrate a return on
investment, that this is a wise use of the stakeholder’s money.” Given the belief that the
cost of oil at $48/barrel today is not going to be there in the long-run, Besancon argued
that it’s crucial to understand that “you have a financial responsibility to the company to
build in protection against price escalation and availability.” His argument supports John
Mackey’s view of profits, which as delineated in Chapter 2 says the following:
If a business seeks only to maximize profits to ensure shareholder value
and does not attend to the health of the entire system, short-term profits
may indeed result, perhaps lasting many years (depending upon how well
its competitor companies are managed). However, neglecting or abusing
the other constituencies in the interdependent business system will
eventually create negative feedback loops that will end up harming the
long-term interests of the investors and shareholders, resulting in suboptimization of the entire system. 230
230
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In this way, the REC purchase was justified to shareholders as an investment in
certificates that not only contribute to environmental health and national energy
sustainability (indirectly ensuring that Whole Foods will have a more stable source of
power in the long-run), but can also be resold for a profit should compliance markets
drive up the price of REC’s.

What’s more, Besancon made it clear that ends justify the means, and that there is
nothing shameful about being driven by the profit-motive to pursue environmental
enterprises. He used Wal-Mart as an example, a company that has achieved huge things
in the way of energy conservation and waste reduction but was driven almost entirely by
cost-savings. According to Besancon, “Wal-Mart is only concerned about their bottom
line; Scott’s decision is 100% economic: what is the saving?” but despite its differing
core values from Whole Foods, is still realizing important steps for corporations as a
whole. At Wal-Mart, accomplishing zero waste will save huge amounts of money, up to
$3 billion as predicted by Besancon. The main concern for him is not a company’s
motivation for environmental responsibility, but rather that prices in the energy market
are reflective of social and environmental realities; “When oil is at 125 dollars per barrel,
people are driven in one directly, and when it’s at 45 they’re driven in another.”
Besancon argues that “You can be incentivized by doing the right thing, or you can be
incentivized by cost. The end result is the same, no matter your motive. I don’t care how
you get there.” In his eyes, like a true free market libertarian, self-interest and altruism
are entirely compatible.

F. Redirected Will
The most interesting discovery for me, however, was hearing Besancon’s
response to my question about how the purchase has affected the company’s decisions,
knowing that any energy use will be offset. “Has anything changed?”

“Yes,” he responded, “people’s awareness.” Apparently, knowing that money is
being spent for each kWh used by each employee, each step in the chain of farm to fork,
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has changed the overall awareness in the company about what it is that Whole Foods
does. According to Besancon, “When you’ve got all this refrigeration, there’s a huge
energy cost, beside the CFC’s that are released. The REC purchase is a great tool of
raising awareness of team members as well as consumers.” From buyers to marketers to
cashiers, awareness of energy use and its economic and environmental ramifications has
moved to the front of people’s minds. Besancon explained this shift in the following:
My argument is looking out into the future and saying ‘what we’re doing
today is not going sustainable five years from now.’ When you’re in a
bricks and board mortar business, there’s an immediacy that causes people
not to look into the future. We changed that paradigm from the immediacy
of ‘this display today,’ ‘this equipment today’ to ‘what is it doing from the
standpoint of the atmosphere,’ ‘what is it doing from the standpoint of
energy use?’
He concluded by saying that in addition to increased awareness, the REC
purchase has pushed through efficiency standards for all equipment and in-store
processes. This includes LED lighting, better refrigeration practices (i.e. closed cases that
conserve cold air), and other energy-saving technologies.

G. Final Thoughts
“Businesses that buy REC’s without understanding them (and that are therefore often
making a worthless investment) aren’t necessarily deceitful or disingenuous. CEOs
purchasing REC’s generally feel that this is an important and valuable action. In fact, if
you want to buy green power today, REC’s are really the most obvious and accessible
way to go about it. And businesses should not be expected to be experts on renewable
energy. At the same time, due diligence on REC’s is critical if you want to protect
corporate reputation.” 231
Finally, when I asked what a sustainable business looks like to him, what he
envisions for Whole Foods in the future, Besancon answered that “The big goal would be
to be energy independent. To reduce the draw, reduce the actual usage, to the point where
solar, wind, other tools (I prefer fuel cells that are driven by hydrogen from water rather
than from natural gas) are enough.” On one hand, the key is to become carbon neutral,
but from a pure business standpoint it is to protect stakeholders against fluctuations and
permanent spikes in the cost of energy. Besancon anticipates that these changes “could
231
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happen any moment.” One of the obstacles to achieving the goal of energy independence
is that most municipalities do not allow individuals or businesses to go off grid. Besancon
clarified that “All our electricity in California generated by solar is done before the meter.
It reduces the draw through the meter, but you’re not allowed to disconnect.”

Because of this, “REC’s are a stopgap.” Besancon noted that “The REC’s fill the
gap between the need and technological advance. To put on our 30,000 sq foot store in
Woodland hills, to put a solar array that provided 25% of energy from store at best, the
gross cost before rebates was almost 1 million dollars. We’re not spending 28 million to
get 25% at best.” REC’s, if they are of good quality, drive more renewables into the
greater grid. “This is something you do,” he asserted, “but it’s not the solution. This is
where I had problems with treehuggers and the rest. They say, ‘If it’s not perfect, I don’t
support it.’ I say ‘You gotta start somewhere!’” Looking forward, Besancon is optimistic
about renewable energy technologies and their place in our national economy. With the
new Obama administration in office, he claims that “all bets are off.” With a rise in
investment for nanotechnology, microscopic solar cells, and other advances in wind and
solar power, Besancon believes that amazing new things can be done through business.
“Instead of the government subsidizing corn, or oil, they’ll subsidize the solar technology
on my roof.” 232

H. Lessons and Questions
Things I learned:
1) REC’s were cheap at the time.
2) The decision was intended to reduce reliance on fossil fuels, which are
unsustainable and therefore a risky energy source to depend upon.
3) PR was an afterthought. In fact, many have been critical of the purchase and
accused Whole Foods of greenwashing.
4) The purchase increased awareness about energy use and climate change within
the company itself.
5) Profit and cost-effectiveness were always the determining factors—if it couldn’t
be justified to the stakeholders, it couldn’t have happened.
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Leftover Questions:
1) Does this mean there are not tradeoffs between profitability and environmental
responsibility? Besancon made it sound so easy: good for us, good for
stakeholders, good for the environment. But what about the adage, “Running a
business with ideals is like driving with the brakes on?” What would happen in a
case where profit and environmental responsibility were mutually exclusive?
2) What about redirected will? Within the company, employees have been made
more aware. But what about consumers? Do their attitudes change or do they just
feel even better about their consumption? Can feeling good about how you shop
be a bad thing?
3) What about the fact that the REC’s were cheap when they bought them? Is that
because they didn’t use a forward-pricing model? Typically, low-priced REC’s
mean they are of lower quality.
4) From whom did Whole Foods purchase their credits? I can’t find it anywhere and
Besancon couldn’t remember the name, but if it was Native Energy or
Community Energy, they would probably be legitimately driving new wind.
5) Are there better ways to protect the climate? Schendler suggests directly funding
wind farms, spending money on lobbying, or developing ways to generate clean
power using methane, a highly potent greenhouse gas that is currently vented
from coal mines. As Schendler inquires, “Are REC’s merely the indulgences we
buy to escape the twenty-first-century environmental inquisition?” 233

IV. Conclusion: Efficacy and Ethics
“Climate change isn’t about marketing, it’s not a…bragfest… Whole Foods won’t be
carbon neutral until Wal-mart and the rest of the nation’s big boxes are; that is, it won’t
be carbon neutral until we have radically transformed the entire energy infrastructure on
which we depend… This is the work of the next few decades, maybe the next few
generations. It’s not a marketing stratagem, a contest, a parlor game, a cheap trick.” 234
—Randy Udall
“While it would be technically feasible for a company to achieve neutrality through a
strategy of 100 percent offsetting, or through the purchase of a sufficient number of
renewable energy certificates, such actions do not represent the spirit of leadership
embedded in the term. True climate leadership is indicated by companies rethinking their
business strategy; engaging deeply with – and educating – their suppliers, customers and
peers; and developing products and services that will thrive in, and help bring about, a
low-carbon economy.” 235
— Getting to Zero CleanAir-CoolPlanet Report
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As a large corporation, Whole Foods faces immense challenges. Finding truly
sustainable and natural ingredients and products frequently requires sourcing from around
the globe, and maintaining a stable supply chain as new stores open and production
increases puts a strain on the integrity and quality standards Whole Foods sets for itself.
The rapid increase in consumer demand for healthy food has put pressure on the
corporate executives, as have requests for more and more progress in the realm of
environmental and social responsibility. Whole Foods, and other green businesses, must
find solutions to these challenges if it wishes to remain true to its stated core values and
mission statement.

While these challenges are all difficult to meet in a competitive market, Whole
Foods has certainly done better in this area than most other corporations of its size. The
REC purchase, at the very least, shows that Whole Foods recognizes the limitations of
being a large company and is attempting to address the associated environmental
concerns of its employees, stakeholders, and customers. While there is no way Mackey
can personally keep an eye on all of his employees or suppliers personally to ensure
integrity throughout his immense organic kingdom, the growth of his business has
influenced growers and competing food chains to try to do better for the environment.
The good things about going big are influence on suppliers, widespread availability of
organic food to those who might not have been aware of its benefits, and the ability to
demonstrate of a better way of doing business profitably. We are not going to solve
climate change if only a few privileged individuals go to the store with their canvas bags
and purchase a few organic items. It will take large, far-reaching efforts on the part of the
goods and service providers we come into contact with on a daily basis. If it takes size to
make a difference, then so be it.

Even in moving from small to big, Whole Foods has maintained a good deal of its
ethical and business mission through intentional practices, thus avoiding many of the
pitfalls that so many corporations fall into in trying to “go green,” or just “appear green.”
According to Greenbiz writer Christina Inge, “Having a strong corporate philosophy that
emphasizes key sustainability concepts is vital to staying green during periods of
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growth.” 236 Mackey’s genuine concern for running an ethical business seems to have
carried the company profitably throughout its growth period without sacrificing much in
the way of environmental integrity. For Whole Foods, a combination of internal
marketing geniuses, external criticism, and timely opportunities has allowed for some
good things to happen. Through its purchase of Renewable Energy Credits, Whole Foods
employees from the CEO right down to the cashiers have presumably learned a valuable
lesson about the climate and energy impact of refrigeration, transportation, and food
processing as a whole.

Equally as encouraging is the recent report from the UN Environment Program
that found that financial markets invested close to $150 billion in the renewable energy
and energy efficiency sectors in 2007, a 60% increase from 2006. 237 (See Figure 1) In
2008, the U.S. wind energy industry “shattered all previous records by installing over
8,500 megawatts of new generating capacity.” 238 New wind in 2008 put enough
renewable energy into the grid to serve over 2 million homes, and increased the country’s
total wind capacity by 50%. More importantly, the new wind projects account for over
40% of all power capacity added last year in the nation—the implications of which are
huge for climate change mitigation because the more clean energy in the market, the less
the U.S. relies on fossil fuels. Whether or not REC revenue has resulted in proportional
increases in wind development, it certainly is responsible for a large part of the leap in
investment in renewable energy in the past few years.

Though our current economic system is still far from the point where
businesspeople sit around a table and discuss ideas on how to provide a good or service
that would help people, that would fulfill some kind of basic need or joy, it could be that
the climate crisis is slowly beginning to bring us back to consciousness. John Mackey
seems to remember that the point of business to increase the efficiency and quality with
which we provide people with their human needs and desires.
236
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That being said, the Whole Foods case study still does not fully convince me that
capitalism can be green. As environmental consultant Auden Schendler admits, “Cutting
CO2 emissions is difficult, even for a motivated business or municipality.” 239

REC

purchases are making “going green” seem too easy. While the capitalist system in the
U.S. has indeed produced Whole Foods and others like it, there’s by far a larger share of
the market that does not hold conservation and human rights to basic resources at the
center of its actions. Or, as Schendler argues, “businesses cherry-pick the projects that
save the most energy at the lowest cost but pass on the deeper emissions cuts necessary to
solve the climate problem.” This critique can help explain why so many, including Whole
Foods, opt for off-site environmental responsibility achievements without doing anything
that could hurt the bottom line. Perhaps it is too much to ask that Whole Foods
completely steps out of the milieu in which it operates by thinking only of the
environment and nothing of itself. But in the end, climate change is too serious of an
issue for us to avoid having real conversations about our energy systems and the
American way of life. This challenge not require reforms. It’s going to need a revolution.

Even though the Whole Foods anecdote showed that REC purchases can have the
ancillary benefit of increased awareness within the company, the issue of redirected will
is a real one for green business as an entity. Money currently spent on REC’s could be
better spent on other sustainability measures. Additionally, for those looking for a real
alternative to industrial food supply, Whole Foods and other corporate organic food
providers may be more of an appeasing force than a true revolution in the way Americans
eat. While the food is healthier, pesticide free, and sometimes local, people still do not
see where their food is coming from, nor do they truly address the issue of self
sufficiency. The environmental justice issue is another unsolved problem. Those who
would never farm or don’t have the leisure to do so probably can’t afford Whole Foods
products anyway, and thus even the “better than Safeway” factor isn’t really better for a
large demographic. My experience of seeing homeless black folks out in front of the
Berkeley Whole Foods on Telegraph Avenue emphasizes the reality of race and class as
239
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determining factors of access and participation in communities that Whole Foods enters
into. While rich people take joy in their organic fair trade granola, low-income and
homeless people are untouched by the alternative nature of the products—in an unfair
society, their environment and health are no better off than were they to stand outside
Wal-Mart begging for a dime, or a new paradigm.

In many ways, the American agricultural/food entity is only as strong as its
weakest link. Whole Foods won’t be carbon neutral until Wal-Mart and the rest of the
nation’s big boxes are; that is, it won’t be carbon neutral until we have radically
transformed the entire energy infrastructure on which we depend. 240 Factory farms and
globalized supply chains will remain in place until there is no longer enough players
willing to keep the wasteful and unethical chain going. Pioneers are inspirational, but
require an unimaginable amount of hard work and self-examination as well as initiative
and research. They face immense critique: both from those who have interest in the status
quo as well as those who claim that “better is not good enough.” Many who are willing to
do the hard work are often held back by uniform regulations designed to fit a wasteful
and unimaginative community. Bureaucracy gets in the way, and false solutions lurk at
every corner. Until prices rise to a permanently deterring level, most companies will
continue to do minimal real work in favor of easy outs for PR because that’s what is
currently easiest and most obvious in our system. This is why policy change is so
important for the issue of climate change—the price of pollution must rise to a level that
reflects environmental realities.

Predictably enough, the profit motive has only proved to be compatible with
environmentalism/renewable energy under certain (unlikely) assumptions, and in a fairly
superficial way. Though Whole Foods has engaged a good conversation about fossil fuels
into the climate change discourse, and has proven its commitment to moving away from
waste and unsustainable business inputs wherever possible, it remains unclear to me what
Whole Foods would do in the case of a tradeoff between profitability and environmental
responsibility. But it almost doesn’t matter, because they have found ways to do both in
240
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the realm of greenhouse-gas emissions and fossil-fuel consumption. Their efforts to
implement maximum efficiency in all areas of the business and Besancon’s clear
understanding of what constitutes greenwashing, as well as his logical explanation that
you have to start somewhere, indicate a good sign for Paul Hawken’s theory of symbiosis
between smart business and sound environmental practices.

In this chapter, I have investigated the structure, approaches, mindsets, etc. of
Whole Foods as well as the challenges, costs, and areas of weakness that came up. It
takes a strongly committed business to stick by its environmental mission even when it
becomes economically difficult to do so. In Getting Green Done, Auden Schendler
explains that without carbon regulation, either through taxes or a cap-and-trade system,
business will always default to profit at the expense of climate stability, “because it costs
nothing to pollute.” 241 He uses the example of Suncor Corporation, whose “climatesaving aspirations went out the window” as soon as the price of oil hit a certain threshold,
choosing to relinquish its position as “the most progressively green oil company on the
planet to one of the worst violators in history.”

While this does not make business inherently bad, it illuminates the limits that
exist within the corporate approach to climate change mitigation. To put this in context, I
will now examine a non-profit based organization aiming to achieve the same sorts of
effects but through a more community-based and ethic-driven approach. The aim is to
generate insight on the difference between alternative consumerism and anticonsumerism, in both ethics and practice. If successful, these sections should get at the
question of the value of capitalist responses to environmental crisis and attempt to
address the following question: “Is capitalist production, distribution, exchange,
consumption, and accumulation consistent with ecological sustainability?” (Is Capitalism
Sustainable? by Martin O’Connor)

END OF CHAPTER 3B.
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FIGURES
Figure 1
Growth in Wind Energy over the past decade 242
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Chapter 4: Case Study
Growing Power
Nonprofit Alternative to Green Business
“Food security depends more on socio-economic conditions than on agroclimatic ones,
and on access to food rather than the production or physical availability of food.” 243
—UN Food and Agriculture Organization

I. Introduction
The philosophical opposite of the corporation is the cooperative. While neither is
inherently better than the other, there are distinct differences that lead to specific
advantages in addressing the archetypal concerns of environment and social justice.
Rather than attempting to increase the general well-being through profit that can be
distributed amongst shareholders, the ideal co-op provides services to all its members
through equal ownership and participation. In the provision of food services, co-ops and
other forms of communally owned and operated operations have represented the nonprofit sector by acting upon the philosophy that affordable healthy food is a universal
human right. While Whole Foods provides premium quality goods and services to those
willing to pay the market price for them and achieves sustainability through minimization
of overhead costs, it is by nature required to justify all environmental and ethical
decisions with cost-savings and increased revenue. Non-profit food providers typically
answer to nothing other than the values that drive them forward.

According to Vandana Shiva, “localized, biodiverse ecological agriculture can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by a significant amount while improving our natural
capital of biodiversity, soil and water; strengthening nature’s economy; improving the
security of farmers’ livelihoods; improving the quality and nutrition of our food; and
deepening freedom and democracy.” 244 Citing studies conducted by Paul Hepperly of the
Rodale Institute (2003) and the MAFF Project (1996-2000), she claims that “a shift to
ecological, non-industrial agriculture from industrial agriculture leads to a two-to seven243
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fold energy savings and a 5 to 15 percent global fossil fuel emissions offset through the
sequestration of carbon in organically managed soil. Up to four tons of CO2 per hectare
can be sequestered in organic soils each year.” 245

The need for localized agriculture is clear. This chapter will examine the goals,
history, and environmental ramifications of local cooperative food programs, and analyze
them in the context of capitalist approaches to climate change. It will also focus on an
example of nonprofit food programs that address climate change and food justice through
grassroots organizing and location within target communities. That offsetting is rarely
necessary here is the basic premise I start with, and so I examine the alternative ways a
food provider can go about protecting the atmosphere and the environment.

II. Background
The origination of the organic movement came in response to large-scale,
petrochemical-reliant agriculture whose dark side was revealed by environmentalists like
Rachel Carson. Around the world, a reactionary movement sprung up in the 1900’s to
combat the new trend of boosting crop yields through chemical fertilizers and pesticides
that had been developed during World War I as weapons of mass destruction. These new
technologies allowed food to be produced on a larger scale, but resulted in harmful
environmental externalities like contamination of groundwater, illness in agricultural
workers, the development of pest resistance, and air pollution. They also replaced human
labor with intensified production practices. Though organic pioneers recognized the
benefits of technological progress, they were unwilling to sacrifice environmental health
for the sake of greater production. Organic food was invented, thus, “not out of a blind
yearning for an agrarian past, but as a reaction to new agricultural methods and materials
whose purpose was to raise output and yield.” 246
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Sir Albert Howard, a British agricultural scientist, was one of the first to develop
composting as a means for maintaining healthy soil and turning out healthy crops. The
Rodale Institute, founded in 1947 in Pennsylvania by J.I. organic pioneer Rodale, who
was greatly influenced by Howard, and put out the first widely distributed publications on
the benefits of organic farming, including the Whole Earth Catalog and later Organic
Gardening (1942). As these publications promoted the simple yet revolutionary idea of
creating soil rich in nutrients and free of contaminants, people began to listen and
acceptance grew. 247

In the original ideal, an organic farm was a small family or community-run
enterprise that set standards for environmental responsibility, self-sufficiency, social
justice, and the ethical treatment of agricultural animals. 248 There was also a spiritual
component of organic farming and gardening. Sir Howard himself was influenced by “the
Eastern spiritual concept of the mandala, in which any sphere of life is connected with all
others,” and by Rudolf Steiner’s book Spiritual Foundations for the Renewal of
Agriculture which popularized the philosophy of biodynamic agriculture. According to
Samuel Fromartz, “organic farming has thrived in large part on the highly practical
methods that originated with spiritual and idealistic motivations.” 249

Today, alternative food providers that remain loyal to original organic ideals are
somewhat rare. Since organic farming has been drastically altered by its popularization
and expansion, many environmentalists no longer feel that purchasing organic food is
equivalent to supporting the organic ideal. Cooperative farms and food retailers make up
a tiny percentage of farm acreage and type in the United States, making food produced
under the original organic ideal hard to come by. According to an agricultural study, in
1997, only 0.8% of all farms were operated by coops or institutions and accounted for a
mere 7% of total U.S. farming acreage. Though corporations do not comprise a large part
of the U.S. farming sector (most farms are actually small and family-owned), big seems
247
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to be a pattern in the food industry as a whole. According to the same agricultural study,
establishments in the retail-food industry nearly quadrupled in size from the 1950’s to the
1990’s as judged in real sales per establishment. 250 To purchase food from a small,
community based store like the one John Mackey used to run in Austin Texas tends to be
expensive and rare.

I will now examine a case study, however, that exemplifies a non-profit model
that offers both community integrity as well as affordable healthy food. Through
Growing Power, we will be able to see benefits and differences or a nonprofit food
producer/retailer highlighted through an on-the-ground example of alternative food
production.

III. Case Study: Growing Power
"If people can grow safe, healthy, affordable food, if they have access to land and clean
water, this is transformative on every level in a community. I believe we cannot have
healthy communities without a healthy food system." – Will Allen

A. Introduction
Growing Power is a national nonprofit and urban land trust—a legal mechanism
of community-ownership frequently used for conservation easements—that serves as an
excellent example of the climate-friendly alternatives to green-business approaches of
providing food. Founded in 1995 in Milwaukee, Growing Power aims to transform urban
Midwest communities by “supporting people from diverse backgrounds and the
environments in which they live through the development of Community Food
Systems,” which provide “high-quality, safe, healthy, affordable food for all residents in
the community.” 251 Through training, demonstrations, outreach, and technical assistance,
Growing Power helps people to grow, process, market and distribute food sustainably. It
also establishes urban Community Food Centers, which draw from, and provide services
to, the local food-shed. Its farms are established on reclaimed vacant city lots and are
250
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designed to “create dialogue, community engagement, and empowerment as well as
introduce a source for fresh, safe, healthy, homegrown produce to the community.” 252

Like the term “corporate organic,” urban gardening may at first appear to be an
oxymoron. But unlike corporate organic schemes, the philosophy of urban gardening
actually answers quite accurately to the values of the countercultural organic movement
that sprung up in response to industrial farming. As articulated by Joan Dye Gussow, a
nutrition activist, author and farmer, in the September/October issue of Organic
Gardening “When we said organic, we meant local. We meant healthful. We meant being
true to the ecologies of the regions. We meant mutually respectful growers and eaters.
We meant social justice and equality.” 253 In the case of Growing Power, the
environmental and social benefits of urban gardening are immense and timely.

The populace of poor, urban areas have systematically limited or zero access to
nutritious and safe food. Inner-city residents often have to rely on small convenience
stores with very few nutritious offerings for daily food because it is uncommon for
grocery stores to locate in neighborhoods where they cannot turn a profit. As “white
flight” (the departure of upper and middle class families from newly desegregated
neighborhoods) occurred throughout the 20th century, urban infrastructure fell apart and
grocery stores fled these neighborhoods. This left many urban low-income and minority
neighborhoods facing food insecurity up until today. 254 The Milwaukee neighborhood in
which Growing Power’s first farm is located is the epitome of these low-income
underprivileged communities. Ninety-six percent of the residents are African American,
almost 40 percent are under 18 (many of whom are unemployed), and over 30 percent
live below the national poverty line. Into this community of gang violence, foreclosed
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homes, and junk food joints came Growing Power—offering something new and open to
everyone. 255

Growing Power grows an abundance of food on small plots of land that minimize
environmental impact, and provides to local stores, restaurants, farmers markets, and
families with very little energy use for transportation. At the same time, it addresses
social inequalities by providing about “$500,000 worth of affordable produce, meat and
fish for the ‘food deserts’ of American cities, where the only access to food is corner
grocery stories filled with beer, cigarettes and processed foods.” 256 According to Jerry
Kaufman, the President of the Growing Power Board of Directors, grassroots
organizations like Growing Power are more important than ever because “an economic
recession is upon us and a global warming crisis looms ominously.” 257

B. Will Allen, CEO
Growing Power’s Chief Executive Officer Will Allen is a fascinating counterpart
to John Mackey. His story is equally, if not more, interesting. While their philosophies
converge in several ways (namely the value placed on healthy food options, avoidance of
pesticides, and community improvement through environmentally-friendly food
systems), Mackey and Allen’s approaches and targeted populations differ significantly.
Just as there is a lot to be learned about Whole Foods from its ethical guide John Mackey,
there is no way we can ignore the immense effect had by Director and Founder Will
Allen on Growing Power. Though he’s never lived on a vegetarian co-op, Allen’s ideals
are what give inspiration to the whole operation and his work ethic is famous to all those
who know him. For these attributes, Allen recently won the prestigious MacArthur
Genius Award.
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Allen grew up in rural Maryland in a poor farming family. 258 His father was an
illiterate labor worker who kept a large garden to feed the family and visitors, and his
mother worked as a housekeeper to make a living. Before he was growing gardens on
abandoned concrete basketball courts in Chicago, Allen played basketball at the
collegiate level on the courts of the University of Miami, and later played professionally
in the American Basketball Association and in Europe. Allen, like Mackey, spent time in
the corporate world as a marketing employee for Procter & Gamble and Marcus Corp,
but unlike Mackey decided he was unsatisfied after only a decade. 259

The impetus for establishing Growing Power came from Allen’s recognition that
“inner-city youth have very limited access to fresh, safe, and healthy food or the
knowledge to prepare it,” and his desire to do something about it. 260 Allen claims that he
purchased the land for the Milwaukee farm in 1993 “for totally selfish reasons,” in that
he was a small business-man trying to find a busy location where he could sell his
produce. After spending time talking to the people who frequented his neighborhood,
Allen realized that he could provide a much-needed service—particularly to the youth
who didn’t have a lot to do outside of school. Allen began showing kids how to grow
vegetables, and realized that food and farming could be real tools for social change.
Though he didn’t study Social Justice or Environmental Studies in college, choosing
instead of focus on Physical Education, he was able to connect the societal need for
healthy food with the services he could provide. Growing Power was established as a
nonprofit in 1995 and since then has provided hands-on educational programs and
“transformed the cultivation, production, and delivery of healthy foods to underserved,
urban populations.” 261

Allen’s management style is quite simple. Unlike Mackey, Allen does not spend
time blogging from a corporate office, nor does he spend his free time relaxing on a 720
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acre ranch. Allen is “a hard worker, and he doesn’t take excuses for not getting the job
done,” according to one of his staff, who goes on to explain that Allen’s management
style is “Will’s Way.” 262 Allen, who like Mackey believes in teamwork, does not in any
way seem the type to waste time sitting indoors. Rather, he spends all available time in
the field supporting his team. “He has been known to whip up a breakfast of yellow
squash and zucchini omelets after employees unload a produce truck at 3 a.m., or to make
fried catfish and fried green tomatoes for the whole staff just because he’s hungry.” 263

Allen also considers himself a coach. “My background is over 40 years as a
farmer with a background in team sports, having played high school, college, and
professional basketball. I truly believe in the concept of teamwork, with each team
member playing an important role to achieve goals.”

264

To create an effective team,

Allen works with his staff to develop skills. “Then,” Allen says, “I let the staff do their
work, letting them know I’m there to support them.” 265 Allen has expressed a strong
commitment to nurturing the next generation of leaders, and has purportedly stays
connected to his daughter Erika (who directs the Chicago branch of Growing Power) to
keep updated on “what she and her peers are saying and thinking in terms of the
community-food-system work, ideas that are innovative and fresh.” 266

IV. Principles and Methods
A. Big Æ Small, Centralized Æ Decentralized, Global Æ Local.
“New generation of farmers not gonna come from rural communities, they’re not gonna
come from traditional farm families—those things don’t exist in our farm systems
anymore. These new farmers are gonna come from folks that live in the cities.”
– Will Allen
The critiques of large scale food producers were covered in Chapter 3A, and as
we saw in the Whole Foods offset purchase, the company’s size was in part responsible
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for the need to address energy source through an indirect transaction rather than
immediate on-the-ground work. The touted benefits of small-scale systems have not yet
been explicitly stated, but are clearly demonstrated by Growing Power and its programs.
In a small and community-based organization, every operation can be watched over and
maintained for integrity, justice, and effectiveness.

Under the Growing Power model, farmers are connected to vendors, vendors are
connected to “consumers,” and consumers are connected back to the farmers. In fact, the
“consumer” is not merely a consumer, but rather a player in the cycle of planting,
growing, harvesting, selling, and returning. Since the person eating the food reaps the
benefits from his or her own work or sponsorship of the community program, there is
incentive to maintain health and environmental standards. If the soil is ruined by high salt
levels or overgrazing, there will be no food for the “consumer” to eat. He or she has a
direct investment in the land and the environment. This is the complete opposite of out of
sight out of mind mentality fostered by large industrial food systems that Whole Foods
opposes, but inevitably adopts in order to maintain low costs and economies of scale.

On average, American food travels 1,300 miles from farm to supermarket. Most
states in the U.S. buy 85% of their food from outside their borders. 267 What non-profits
like Growing Power attempt to redress is this long distance relationship Americans
maintain with their most crucial fuel sources: food and the energy it takes to bring it to
them. As Vandana Shiva argues, there is no way we can develop a sustainable food
system without moving away from the large-scale, agrochemical-reliant and fossil-fueldependent model in favor of small and local community—and according to Will Allen—
urban farming. Though corporations like Whole Foods are genuine in their efforts to
reduce their ecological footprint, the truth is that there’s no way a big corporation as we
today conceive of it will ever reach zero emissions because of its need for economies of
scale and energy offsets. Like Michael Besancon admits, Whole Foods will not put a
windmill on top of every store—though several stores do have impressive solar arrays.
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Rather than attempting to draw people to food (as Whole Foods does by planting
themselves in the middle of wealthy communities and banking on brand recognition and
marketing outreach strategies), Growing Power goes into communities and organizes
community members around the work that it does—which is growing food in healthy and
sustainable fashions. While some might think that returning food to small-scale
operations requires going “back to the land” and returning to a more rural, pastoral life,
Growing Power is completely compatible with modern urban settings and has helped to
provide density by filling in abandoned city lots. Allen’s holistic farming model relies on
food distribution networks that are local, small, and honest. According to Allen, “You
have to figure out how to grow food closer to where people live… We are in a worldwide
food crisis and worldwide energy crisis.” 268

B. Nonrenewable Æ Renewable
The recognition of agriculturally induced climate change—and the associated
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the use of fossil fuels—did not arise until
recently. However, Growing Power and other nonprofits have quickly stepped up to lead
the way in developing climate-friendly modes of food production. For smaller non-profits
like Growing Power, carbon offsetting is neither a possibility nor a necessity. No extra
funds or profit are ever available to be invested in unnecessary projects like Whole
Foods’ REC purchase, since all money is going toward salaries and operations. Neither
are they needed, as the quintessential non-profit food operation does not generate the type
of emissions that corporations like Whole Foods through warehouses, in-store electricity
use, transportation, and storage produce.

Instead, non-profits use other means to achieving sustainability in energy supply.
Moving from nonrenewable to renewable sources of fuel for food production is a central
objective of a design science referred to as permaculture. According to Dale Allen
Pfeiffer, permaculture does the following:
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Permaculture uses natural systems as the model for creating productive
systems with the resilience, diversity and stability of natural ecosystems.
Based on the foundational ethics of earth care, people care and return of
surplus (fair share), permaculture works as a linking science with a set of
core principles derived from nature. The outcome of good design is to
minimize our footprint through efficient and harmonious use of resources
in the creation of systems that are mutually supportive of key functions or
needs. 269
Resting on the foundations of biomimicry (a fundamental concept of Paul
Hawken’s theory of natural capitalism), permaculture is very difficult to carry out
without careful attention to nature’s processes and an intimate connection at every level
with the land. In the discourse of climate change mitigation, permaculture is the ultimate
aspiration because of its ability to work in balance with nature rather than against it.
Permaculture is beyond carbon-neutral: it is actually restorative and will undoubtedly
play a crucial role in any move to turn back the clock on anthropogenic climate change.
Using natural means to grow food eliminates reliance on fossil fuels in exchange for
living energy that is restorative for life.

The Growing Power Milwaukee farm is a hands-on agricultural training facility
where community members can train in “horticulture, aquaculture, poultry raising,
beekeeping, vermiculture (worm castings), land conservation, food processing, and
marketing.” 270 Not only does it train community members in ecological agriculture, but
Growing Power also runs six greenhouses, an apiary, poultry houses, livestock (grass-fed
and raised in large outdoor pens), a worm depository, a compost operation, a small store
where its products are sold at fair prices, and an anaerobic digester that produces energy
from the compost. During winter months, Growing Power produces spinach, arugula, and
other salad greens in outdoor “hoop houses” (“A hoophouse is just what the name
suggests, a series of large hoops or bows — made of metal, plastic pipe or even wood —
covered with a layer of heavy greenhouse plastic that is heated by the sun and cooled by
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wind 271 ) that it heats with a combination of solar energy and waste heat from its compost
piles. 272 Through creativity and dedication to doing things their own way, Allen and
Growing Power have managed to ensure that they can grow food without the help of
fossil fuels—making a strong statement for those who look to them as a model of
environmentalism and self-sufficiency.

Allen’s future aspirations involve going even more off the grid. He explains that
he’d eventually like to build a five-story vertical farm for Growing Power, which would
offer a larger retail store, headquarter offices, classrooms and be “totally off the grid with
renewable energy, where people can come and learn, so they can go back to their
communities around the world and grow healthy food.” He also wants to build a system
that would help convert food waste into methane, a renewable energy source. 273 Overall,
it seems that Growing Power maintains a natural and unpretentious relationship to
renewable energy—its initiatives are explained in plain detail on its website and are
presented as if they are just the way things are. Instead of sensationalizing its on-site
environmentally-friendly energy generation, Growing Power gives tools to the public to
do their own climate protection and thus democratizes the issue of clean and sustainable
energy.

C. Profit Æ Equality
Many advocates of food non-profits, including Vandana Shiva, believe that
historically profit and capitalism have led to the concentration of power and wealth in the
hands of a few. Although we saw in Chapter 3A that the Whole Foods Corporation
attempts to achieve decentralized leadership with a democratic and empowered base of
team members, there are limitations to its ability to achieve true equality because of its
reliance on a particular demographic for field labor and its geographic discrimination
across class lines. Growing Power, in comparison, exists for the same community
members it relies on for its work. With a staff of about three dozen full-time workers and
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2,000 residents pitching in as volunteers, the Milwaukee farm is able to run itself
sustainably while investing in the human environment in which it is located. People
donate to non-profits because they know the mission is inherently tied into why they exist
and what they do. Non-profits fill voids created by the capitalist system—if people want
to eat food that doesn’t contribute to global warming, they will inevitably demand
something that doesn’t come out of the capitalist mindset.

However, running a non-profit has its downsides. For one thing, Growing Power
has “struggled financially from the start,” having lost a half million dollar grant from the
USDA last year and repeatedly missing tax payments to the state. Because it is a nonprofit, simply meeting demand does not necessarily provide enough revenue to ensure
feasibility. While a corporation borrows from shareholders that are provided to it in an
organized stock market, non-profits have to seek their own sources of funding by writing
grant proposals to the government, philanthropic groups, and regular citizens. 274
Renewing these grants is difficult in times of economic downturns.

One way Growing Power has attempted to address this challenge has been by
establishing the Farm City Rainbow Farmers Cooperative, which markets produce for
about 300 farmers all over the Milwaukee and Chicago areas. The farmers come from “a
wide range of ethnicities,” including African American, Hmong, Latino, Amish and
Mennonite. Growing Power runs a Market Basket program (a type of CSA—
“Community Supported Agriculture”) that provides about 100 low-income families with
a weekly box of fresh vegetables and fruits grown by the Youth Corps and farmers from
the Rainbow Farmers Cooperative. 275

The co-op has broadened Growing Power’s supply and simultaneously improved
market access for farms in the Midwest region. In addition to retail sales at the
Milwaukee headquarters, Growing Power also sells to food co-ops, other retail stores and
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about 30 restaurants in the Milwaukee and Chicago areas.

276

Last year, it reported

revenue of $1.7 million from government grants, produce sales and fees for sharing
expertise and hopes to continue its growth because of increasing support for food justice
and localized agriculture in the U.S., as demonstrated by Allen’s recent MacArthur
Genius Award.

Much like Whole Foods’ demonstrated commitment to supporting microfinance
through the Grameen Bank and other partnerships with philanthropists like Muhammad
Yunus, Growing Power aims to ameliorate global poverty and food insecurity.
Internationally, Growing Power assists community groups by sharing its knowledge of
establishing healthy and sustainable food systems. With programs in Kenya, Macedonia,
and Ukraine, Growing Power shares techniques and knowledge and asks for nothing in
return except recognition of common humanity. 277

IV. Differences between WF and GP
While Whole Foods has a broad scope such that its influence on the market could
lead to significant reductions in fossil fuel use and greenhouse gas emissions and be (in
the long run) a larger driver of change, Growing Power engenders concentrated benefits
of integrity, social justice, community decision-making and constituent-driven production
and consumption. It also serves as an ideal model for the nation at large, and retains
values that may have been pushed out as Whole Foods grew beyond its own original
community. Though Mackey knew the culture and needs of his Austin neighborhood
back in 1980, his relative ignorance of each new community that Whole Foods moves
into and each environmental space and actor it draws from (farmland, labor, etc.) have
led him out of the ethical role he once filled. Will Allen has moved into this space in his
own community—seeing a need and an injustice, and striving to fix it. Though both men
are genuinely committed to environmental sustainability, their current approaches are
vastly different. One relies on the free market to push renewable energy and healthy food
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into the mainstream, while the other harnesses it with his own hands and delivers it
straight into the heart of urban cities.

Since Growing Power and other CSA farms provide food directly from the farm
to the community, there is no middle-man. Cutting out the middle-man, in the context of
global warming, means significantly eliminating transportation emissions and the need
for packaging, processing, and refrigeration. Additionally, the Growing Power site is
restorative for the environment because it takes abandoned urban lots and turns them into
productive and healthy gardens. In contrast, each time Whole Foods opens a new store it
requires a brand new building and, whether or not the building materials are recycled,
new buildings always have social and environmental consequences.

Under the criteria of carbon-neutrality, Growing Power appears the easy winner
over Whole Foods. Its energy comes from compost, solar, etc. –all on site such that it
powers its own operations. While Whole Foods aims to convince others to practice sound
farming with minimal pollution through purchasing agreements and market influence, the
non-profit undertakes these goals directly on-site. Growing Power guarantees its
supporters that all food will be grown by small and local family farmers without reliance
on petrochemicals. Growing Power skirts the controversy surrounding the meaning of
“organic” because it doesn’t bother to certify its produce as organic through the USDA.
Allen explains that it’s not a priority of theirs to be certified; that they would rather be in
the fields growing food than “filling out lots of paper work for the government.” 278
Instead, Growing Power chooses to grow “beyond organic standards,” in that it does not
use synthetic chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, or herbicides, on any crops. Its volunteers
hand pick weeds, control pests with ladybugs, etc. use compost tea to control pest and
bacteria problems. As a last resort, they use natural organic pesticides.

While Whole Foods seeks to “create transparency from farm to fork, with respect
to production, planning, sourcing, & ingredients,” and work with “supplier partners in
eliminating all unnecessary production and distribution costs to help ensure the best
278
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possible price,” 279 Growing Power demonstrates easy ways to replicate growing methods
and produces food directly within its own greenhouses in both rural and urban settings. It
also distributes its food and augments its offerings with produce from small family farms
in the Rainbow Farmers Cooperative. 280 These practices lead to remarkable transparency
and visibility for the organization. Whole Foods may put informational labels and names
on its products, but Growing Power allows its supporters to walk over and see them and
help out.

In comparing Whole Foods to Growing Power, it becomes clear that despite the
former’s robust PR department, the latter is actually much more community oriented.
Whole Foods, because it is profit based, has a customer base that is not as inclusive as
that of Growing Power. In terms of social justice, Growing Power and its peer
organizations can provide a necessary service to those who otherwise could not afford it.
While corporations can have an ethical mission, they by definition cannot convince
shareholders to invest in a project that will not bring in a profit. This explains why there
is such a serious nutrition problem in low-income neighborhood and cities—most grocery
stores won’t go near them for fear of losing money.

Not only does Growing Power’s model of urban agriculture match Whole Foods’
commitment to reducing food miles, but it also addresses food security, youth economic
development, and reestablishment of ecosystem healthy and biodiversity. 281 Growing
Power does not just aim to eliminate negative social and environmental effects. It is
succeeding in restoring the environment and urban communities. Additionally, unlike
Whole Foods, Growing Power engages in discussions of food policy reform at the
national level.
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V. Conclusion
“Business is only one key to addressing climate change. Businesses are nimble,
motivated (by profit), and powerful enough to drive large-scale change… But even
businesses are not going to drive enough change, at least not voluntarily. We can’t count
on them to ride up on a white horse because, at best, most corporations will hit maybe
the top thirty percentage points of efficiency, at a relatively good profit, declare success
(and it will in fact have been a significant success), and then get on with making money.
And that’s assuming every corporation cares about climate change, which not all of them
do.” 282
The Non-profit model offers a more radical reaction to environmental and social
crises than does the incentive-based corporate approach. We as environmentalists can feel
torn and hindered from bringing about the kind of change we’d like to see, because in a
capitalist market economy it is difficult to impose limits on trade and production. By
demonstrating alternatives, we create a new reality that achieves, on a small scale, the
values and balance we’d like to see in the world at large. We have now examined two
different expressions of environmental concern: one revolutionary within the capitalist
system and one that manages to be radical outside the boundaries of the current American
economic arrangement. While Whole Foods is essentially consumerism with a
conscience, Growing Power represents alternative consumerism that calls for real
changes in what people expect from food providers.

Environmental non-profits are neither inherently more ethical nor effective than
green corporations. They do, however, offer several things that the corporation does not.
For one, they provide jobs and services without answering to shareholders and are usually
more trusted by the public to adhere to environmental and other ethical values, since that
is what they are created to do. In the case of Growing Power, the realized benefits of
running a non-profit organization include diversity of stakeholders, integrity in all
operations, increased knowledge of food-sheds, self-sufficiency, improved community,
environmental vitality, increased awareness of food justice throughout the country, and
perhaps most importantly—education about human relationships to nature and food for
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those who need it most. Growing Power is modeling the ideal for our society, setting the
bar high, and demonstrating feasibility.

Non-profit services are necessary for ameliorating social and environmental
inequalities because they can operate in politically and economically disenfranchised
areas without having to show proof of growing investment returns to their supporters.
While it’s fine for a company to offer healthy food at a higher price, corporate
representatives should be careful not to misrepresent themselves as entities that care more
about community and the environment than profit. Though some certainly seem to be
taking advantage of the mutually beneficial changes that natural capitalism can offer,
green businesses cannot be counted on to accept food stamps, allow people to put their
purchases on a tab, or remain loyal to local growers through thick and thin. We need nonprofits to do that work.

What Growing Power does is not easy to do. You need land, volunteers, patience,
support, education, time, and leadership. You have to be willing to deal with weather,
pests, dirt, and worms. But if your intention, like theirs, is to provide healthy and
affordable food for all, there is no better way than a non-profit approach.

END OF CHAPTER 4.
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FIGURES
Figure 1
Growing Power’s Four Essential Areas 283
Projects and Growing Methods - Growing Power demonstrates our easy to replicate
growing methods through on-site workshops and hands-on demonstrations. We have
farms in Milwaukee and Merton, Wisconsin, and in Chicago, Illinois. Growing Power
has also established satellite-training sites in Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, and Mississippi.
Education and Technical Assistance - Growing Power's educates folks through local,
national, and international outreach for farmers and communities. We also run multiple
youth programs, have an active volunteer base, and actively work on policy initiatives
regarding agriculture.
Food Production and Distribution - Food production occurs in the organization's
demonstration greenhouses, rural farm site in Merton, and urban farms in Milwaukee and
Chicago. We also distribute produce, grass-based meats, and value-added products
through the activities of over 300 small family farmers in the Rainbow Farmers
Cooperative, and the organization's year-round food security program the Farm-to-City
Market Basket Program.
Food Policy - Growing Power is actively trying to change how our food system is
structured through critical policy changes. We are active members of the Growing Food
and Justice for All initiative, the Chicago Food Policy Advisory Counsel, and the Illinois
Local and Organic Food and Farm's Taskforce.
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Figure 2
Comparison Table
Criteria
Ideals

Strategies

Effectiveness

Green Corporation
(Whole Foods)
• Profit
• Natural Capitalism
• Corporate Social
Responsibility
• Fulfilling desires
• Teamwork
• Marketing and
promotions
• Efficiency measures
• Green technology
• Economies of Scale
• Consumer education
and awareness
• Offsetting
•
•
•

Equity

•

•

•

Obstacles, Failures

•

Far-reaching
Influences food
suppliers to consider
organic
Saves money and
energy

Uses philanthropy as
a means of wealth
redistribution
Profit motive
prevents addressing
race, class, and
gender.
Does not serve those
who cannot afford
its products
Does not make real
changes in the
consumption and
growth mentality

Environmental Nonprofit
(Growing Power)
• Equality
• Access
• Community
Revitalization
• Fulfilling needs
• Teamwork
• Hard physical work
• Engaging and
mobilizing youth
• Education
• Hands-on learning
• On-site energy
generation
• CSA
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Provides access to
healthy food
Generates its own
renewable energy
Models an
alternative way of
providing food
Treats food as a
universal human
right
Work force benefits
from the fruits of its
labor
CEO works
alongside everyone
else

May not be
sustainable if it loses
grant money
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Getting Back to Green Business
Can the Market Save the Environment?
“Authentic democracy, like plants, grows from the ground up. It is fertilized by people’s
participation.” - Vandana Shiva
Overall, it seems that the question I ask in this thesis is an evolving one, or
perhaps is rhetorical in nature because of the multiple realities of ethics, science, and
society. The majority of the ethical frameworks I have used to analyze both Whole Foods
and Growing Power are either inconclusive or contradictory with other aspects of each
organization’s performance. It would be impossible to place monolithic value judgments
on either entity, because of the true environmental ethic inherent in each despite its
shortcomings. It would also be unfair to let any one critique of Whole Foods undermine
the good work that it has done for the food industry. Even the REC purchase remains
ambiguous because of the good intentions behind it and the associated increase in
American wind investment in the past several years. Despite public misgivings about
carbon offsetting, it certainly cannot be entirely terrible to experiment with market
mechanisms that do good in preparation for nationwide regulations. The ups and downs
of every market strategy are emphasized in alternating patterns of environmental
discourse, making any finite conclusion difficult to come by.

It is possible, however, to examine what each institution can or cannot accomplish
within its respective restraints. Identifying distinct strategies and management styles is
useful in determining where different types of environmental responsibility can be taken
care of as part of a larger cooperative commitment to fighting climate change, pollution,
and resource depletion.

Corporation
According to Auden Schendler, “Though Wal-Mart and other corporations
leading the movement on the environment and climate spend tons of money on greening
measures, the truth of the matter is sometimes they still don’t manage to reduce
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emissions.” 284 What we are then left with is a waste of money and “only a slight offset
of what would’ve been an even worse situation.” Though in some situations it’s the
thought that counts, it certainly is disappointing to hear that Wal-Mart spends “$500
million annually on green programs to the result of an 8.6% climb in emissions from
2005 to 2006.”

285

Carbon offsetting and green business present similar problems,

because the few successful projects cannot shake off the unrelenting critiques of
greenwashing, redirected environmental responsibility, and failed additionality.

But corporations can, and must, make reforms. Whether or not they care about the
environment, the price of oil eventually will go up such that any wasteful practices will
become unaffordable—if they haven’t already. Corporations also possess the capital and
innovative creativity to change quickly. As articulated by Auden Schendler, “Businesses
are nimble, motivated (by profit), and powerful enough to drive large-scale change.” 286
Though there are problems with capitalist and green business approaches to climate
change, we need them on our side.

As far as corporations go, Whole Foods is about as good as you’ll get. What
Whole Foods does well is what a green business should do—everything with in its means
to find creative alternatives to waste, inefficiency, artificial/chemical inputs, and
pollution. It even goes beyond what most large chains would conceive of by allowing for
diversity in each store location’s approach to community and environmental values—
perhaps recognizing that uniformity, like monoculture, is limiting and harmful.
Additionally, its REC purchase has had surprising effects on the environmental
awareness of company team-members and executives. Besides helping to fuel new windpower for the national energy grid, the Whole Foods REC deal managed to escape the
“out of sight out of mind” mentality frequently generated by carbon offsetting. Whole
Foods continues to work on reducing its internal emissions and has maintained open
dialogue with the public through live-blogs and customer-awareness campaigns.
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Even so, Whole Foods is an example of what James Speth calls environmentalism
working from within the system. Speth claims today’s environmentalism tends to be
“pragmatic and incrementalist — it deals with effects rather than underlying causes…
environmentalism accepts compromises as part of the process. It takes what it can get.” 287
This attitude was demonstrated by Besancon’s insistence that “you have to do
something,” even if it isn’t perfect. Whole Foods is certainly a pioneer within our
capitalist societal context, bringing healthier and more socially conscious food on a mass
scale into the marketplace, but it could very well be doing more damage than benefit by
appeasing those with a will for change by another, more green, iteration of consumerist
mindset and lifestyle. In requiring people to “buy green” to “be green” our environmental
culture ignores and marginalizes the whole other realm of opportunities for
environmental activism and responsibility. While people may feel better about buying
from Whole Foods, they are still buying from large farms, exercising their power through
their money, and perpetuating a system where we don’t know our food and wouldn’t
have the slightest clue how to survive without the modern grocery store. Perhaps this
isn’t necessarily a bad thing, but with the rapid nature of changing climate, it is entirely
possible that ethical business won’t matter anyway—the science may actually outrun our
efforts to transition to a low-carbon economy.

Relying on outstanding businesses to make voluntary and symbolic moves to put
renewable energy into the grid is not enough. It is certainly significant that wind made up
42% of the new power in the U.S. last year, perhaps resulting in part from the voluntary
REC market. But climate change and other global environmental crises are outcomes of
ways of life and societal attitudes about growth and consumption—they cannot be turned
back by symbolic purchases. Even if the voluntary carbon offset market works to help
people and businesses acclimate to carbon pricing (though it works slowly—taking down
one coal-fired power plant at a time), I don’t believe that mandatory carbon markets will
accomplish much overall regardless of how well prepared we are. Besides dumping the
first world’s problem on the third world, they will probably be avoided and dodged at all
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costs—just like environmental regulations are by corporations today. Environmental
remediation without equality misses what is at the soul of resistance movements. In the
end, it is more likely that the voluntary carbon market will turn out to have served the
interest of corporations while ignoring the voices and strategies of the people.

The market has allowed us some great things, not least of which include easy
access to organic food. But I agree with Auden Schendler when he says that,
Business is only one key to addressing climate change. At best, most
corporations will hit maybe the top thirty percentage points of efficiency,
at a relatively good profit, declare success (and it will in fact have been a
significant success), and then get on with making money. And that’s
assuming every corporation cares about climate change, which not all of
them do. 288
It will not matter which companies reform for which reasons—it is simply a
certainty of 21st century market processes that they will. But business reforms are not
enough to quell the threat of climate change—for either the human spirit or for
environmental salvation. We will need education. We will need government, non-profit,
and personal contributions in order to augment actions taken on the part of businesses and
to channel our basic desires for a connection with the earth, equality, and sustainability
for future generations.

Nonprofit
Nonprofits give us models to learn from—grassroots strategies, community based
programs, consciousness of social justice, inclusiveness, and moral responsibility, and a
built-in resistance to cop-outs. Though they probably cannot make the type of farreaching changes that corporations can, nonprofits are able to pioneer and demonstrate
new methods of meeting people’s needs. Simultaneously, they will provide important
services to those in their communities and constituencies. Just as working for a green
corporation will be challenging and fun (like a puzzle—how to achieve cost-savings and
do good), working for nonprofits will be exciting and spiritually gratifying.
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Growing Power and others like it directly engage the communities they are
located within to find immediate solutions to the very environmental problems falling
upon them, which are unfortunately exacerbated by the globalized system of production
upon which Whole Foods relies. Whole Foods might tell us how its food is produced, but
it will inevitably spin it in a marketing strategy rather than give us a literal picture. One
can never know if Whole Foods is telling a reality, or if it’s just trying to get us to spend
a few bucks. Whole Foods, though its initiatives are to be lauded in the corporate world,
cannot and does not attempt to provide food directly from the environmental space it
occupies. Because of its non-profit motivations and deep-seated community ethic,
Growing Power has been able to do just that. There is a lot to learn from the
achievements of Growing Power and those like it. Though profit was the holy grail of the
20th century, perhaps simplicity and community are those of the 21st.

Looking Forward
I will continue to shop at Whole Foods. I like its food, find its stores convenient
and enjoyable to be in, and have a deep respect for the courage of people like my Uncle
Lee and Michael Besancon in maintaining ethics while contributing to a business that can
sustain itself within the context of our American capitalist system. Certainly the next time
that I walk into a Whole Foods, I will probably have a sense of imperfection in the back
of my mind—each time I see a flash of greenwashing or mention of “caring for local
communities.” But I will remember that Whole Foods is not perfect, and does not aim to
be. Neither do I. For example, despite knowing the environmental effects of eating meat,
I still do it and feel that I am a good person and a good environmentalist. We all have
ways to improve on our environmental integrity, and an environmental and social
consciousness and an openness to learning from new models are, to me, the most
important prerequisites. Most importantly, I aim to be learn from people like John
Mackey and Will Allen, like Paul Hawken and Vandana Shiva, who speak up, devote
their lives to their ideals, and convince others through their action that there can be a
better way.
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Last Words:
“The methods and style of today’s environmentalism are not wrongheaded, just far, far
too restricted as an overall approach.” 289 – James Speth
The way we as a society approach pressing environmental problems is in many
ways reflective of Western attitudes and philosophy. We believe that to solve a problem,
we must go “outside” and control the external conditions that are allowing negative
outcomes to be generated. If something goes wrong in society, we look outside ourselves
for something or someone to blame—immediately questioning what is wrong with the
market, with the political and social systems we have in place. While to a large extent
systemic reforms are necessary and effective, we may also be missing something as a
result of our rootedness in a Western mindset. After all, it was rational, atomistic,
outward-looking worldviews that led us to offset markets—which at their core are
“outward-looking” solutions.

Asian philosophies offer a different mode of approaching problems, one that
involves turning inward. In Buddhism, one is encouraged to adapt to the realities of the
universe and let go of material attachments and ideas about ourselves. The questions to
ask here are not “what tools do I have, what should I do first,” but rather “what role do I
play in this problem? What attachments am I holding on to?” This is a process that entails
inner-work, mastering one’s own mind and desires. In the case of environmental
challenges, particularly climate change, we may be losing out by not asking the question
“Why do I desire these goods and this lifestyle? What truth am I missing about existence
and the finite nature of all things?” In the case of Whole Foods, the corporation does
better for its own goals when it looks inward and changes that which it can change,
ridding itself of material attachments—though ultimately it cannot because its premise is
material in nature. Growing Power is more fluid, working from within and addressing the
truth that food is necessary but temporary, passing through us and again returning to the
Earth. Each individual action, and each practice of environmental stewardship and human
liberation move us closer to finding truth about our relationship to the earth. A true
289
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sustainability, in theory and practice, will require a deeper acknowledgement and
acceptance of our transient nature on this planet, and the transient nature of all things we
at some point perceive ourselves as reliant upon.

We can learn from other mindsets. Let’s turn inward.

END.
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